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60's Decade Reunion
H om e Econom ics Reunion

Delta, Delta, Delta Reunion
Sch ool o f Fine Arts Reunion

HOMECOMING1988
TENTATIVE SCHEDULE
Wednesday, October 12, 1988:
I 7:30 PM

M ansfield Lecture, Dr. Lendal
Kotschevar, form er chairman o f H om e
Econom ics: "T h e Role o f F ood in
Chinese Politics and Culture." Recep
tion to follow.

Thursday, O ctober 13, 1988:
* 9:00 AM —5:00 PM
1:00—5:00 PM
1:30 4:30 PM
6:30 PM
* 7:00 PM
* 7:30 PM

H om ecom in g Art Fair, UC Mall
Sch ool o f Fine Arts Alumni Registra
tion, PARTV Center lobby.
H ou se o f Delgates Meeting, Holiday
Inn Missoula-Parkside (formerly the
Sheraton-Missoula)
Rehearsal o f Alumni Choir for SOS,
MU 218
Lighting o f the Oval
SOS, crow ning o f the King and
Queen, presentation o f the 1988
Distinguished Alum nus Awards.

Friday, October 14, 1988:
9:00 AM —5:00 PM H om ecom in g Art Fair, U C Mall
| 8:30 AM —12:00 PM H ou se o f Delegates M eeting continued
* 9:00 AM—?
H om ecom in g Registration, Holiday Inn
Missoula-Parkside, (formerly the
Sheraton-Missoula)
200 S. Pattee
10:00 AM-2:00 PM
Friends o f the Library Book Sale
Library Mall
12:00-6:00 PM
12:30-2:00 PM
* 2:00-5:00 PM
* 2:00 PM
3:00-5:00 PM
* 5:00 PM
* 4:00-5:00 PM
5:00 PM
* 5:00 PM

School o f Fine Arts Alumni Registra
tion, PARTV Center lobby
D elegates luncheon, U C Ballroom
Cam pus Tours, including a tour o f the
Performing Arts/Radio-TV Center,
departmental receptions
Archives exhibit dedication, Mansfield
Library
Alumni Career Network reception,
Brantly Hall, see registration form.
O pen in g o f juried alumni art exhibi
tion, Paxson Gallery, PARTV Center
Marching Band rehearsal. Clover Bowl
Reception for form er School o f Fine
Arts faculty. Perform ing Arts/Radio-TV
Center lobby.
TGIF, no-host cocktails—Holiday Inn
M issoula Parkside. Mini reunions are

* 6:00 PM
7:00—9:00 PM

* 7:30 PM
7:30 PM
9:00 PM
* 9:00 PM

bein g planned, class o f '63, Sigma C hi/
etc. Check registration for details.
Reception for SFA alumni and friends
h onoring form er faculty, PARTV
Center lobby.
Sch ool o f Fine Arts Dinner, Montana
Theatre Stage, PARTV Center. All SFA
current and form er faculty, alumni and
friends are invited.
Pep Rally, Lighting o f the "M " ,
W ashington G rizzly stadium parking
lot.
Delta, Delta, Delta banquet. Village
Red Lion
Student H om ecom in g Dance, Univer
sity Center.
All Alumni H om ecom in g Dance, H oli
day Inn Missoula-Parkside Ballroom,
m usic by the Devlin Connection. See
registration form.

Saturday, O ctober 15, 1988:
7:45 AM
8:00 AM—
* 8:00—10:00 AM
*10:00 AM
*11:30 AM
* 1:30 PM
* 4:30 PM
4:30 PM
* 5:00-6:30 PM
* 5:00 PM—6:30 PM
7:00 PM

Delta, Delta, Delta General meeting.
University Congregational Church, 401
University
Sigma Kappa Breakfast, Holiday Inn,
out of state (800) 523-1408, in state
(800) 824-4536 for reservations.
No-host pre-parade breakfast. Holiday
Inn Missoula-Parkside. See registration
form.
The 1988 "U p, U p and A w a y"
H om ecom in g Parade
H om ecom in g Tailgate Party, Memorial
Grove
Kickoff: G rizzlies vs. Northern Arizona
Post-game Celebration—Holiday Inn
Missoula-Parkside.
Alumni Jazz Band Reading Session,
location to be announced.
O p en House, President's home, 1325
Gerald
Fraternity and Sorority open houses.
H om e Econom ics banquet, UC
Ballroom, $13.50, Contact H om e
Econom ics Department for reserva
tions. 243-4841.

Sunday, O ctober 16, 1988:
* 9:00 AM—2:00 PM

No-host brunch. Village Red Lion.

*Events are open to all UM alumni and friends.
*For information about SFA reunion activities, includin g alumni
choir, orchestra, band and ja zz band, call 243-4970.

The Montana Challenge Trophy

“Fall Rivals”by Tom Locati
Tom Locati’
s“
Fall Rivals”is the M ontana Challenge
Trophy presented each fall to the winner o f the U o f M /
M SU football classic. To date, M SU has never held the
trophy. Your tax deductible purchase o f a signed and
num bered print o f “
Fall Rivals”can help keep the
award in Missoula. Proceeds from sales go directly to
the U o f M Athletic Scholarship Fund. A n d what a
terrific gift; perfect for the sports enthusiast. M ore than
half o f the 500 prints o f “
Fall Rivals”have already been
sold. S o order yours today. \6Vz”x 23”Image Area.
Send $99.95, plus $3.50 for shipping and handling to:
The Montana Challenge Trophy
HO. Box 7705
Missoula, M T 59807
Make your check or m oney order payable to “
T he
M ontana Challenge Trophy.”D o n ot send cash. A llow
2-4 weeks for delivery.
I have enclosed I
for -■I
I -signed and
numbered print(s) o f Tom L ocati’
s“
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Show Y our/t/^/t^^^-Pride.
A n exciting new way to support the University of Montana and enjoy

special benefits at the same time!
T h e V ISA C ard U n lik e A ny
O th er

Carry the University of Montana Alumni Association
VISA Card and you’
ll be doing more than enjoying a long
list o f convenient financial credit card features. You’
ll be
directly contributing to our efforts to keep the University
of Montana a high quality educational resource.
Each time you use the University of Montana Alumni
Association VISA, a participation fee is paid to your
Alumni Association. Plus, the Association receives a share
3f the low annual card fee.
So, take advantage of this opportunity to show your
University pride and enjoy some extra conveniences at the
same time.
Payment to the
First 6 months
N o monthly
UM Alumni
o f annual fee
maintenance
Association
waived
or transaction
every time you
fees
use your card_____________________________________________

YES

YES

YES

T h e C ard You C a n U se W ith
C o n fid e n c e

We are pleased to offer this unique card through the
Rocky Mountain BankCard System.®
Rocky Mountain BankCard was founded in 1967 by one
of the West’
s largest and oldest financial organizations,
Colorado National Bank of Denver.
They have grown into one of the largest credit card
issuers in the area with over 1,500,000 cardholders and
some 50,000 merchant processing outlets nationwide.
And best of all, they are right here in our Rocky
Mountain West to give you personal service and attention
with your credit card needs.
N o past due
or over the
credit line fees

Access to Plus
System®
Automated
Teller

Free
additional
cards to
family

YES

YES

YES

For information contact the Alumni Center (406) 243-5211
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By Sheila MacDonald Stearns
A recently completed survey by the Office o f University Relations
showed that the University has a strong, positive image across the state.
Montanans agreed that UM prepares students well for the future.

Fly-fishing on the Oval

By Paddy O ’
Connell MacDonald
What better way to get away from all the stress than to go fly-fishing?
A number o f UM faculty, staff and administrators took up the sport this
summer and could be seen casting about on the Oval as they practiced
their techniques.

From priceless art to fossils: UM's hidden resources

By Valerie Siphers Lindstrom
From the very beginning, UM has had a museum. Today the collection
has multiplied and is housed at various locations on campus. The
collections are rich and diverse, and provide a valuable learning tool for
students at UM.

Biotech industry promises big payoffs for Montana

By Janice Downey
Montana’
s budding biotech industry could provide an economic shot in
the arm to the state. The growth and development o f biotech firms is
directly linked to healthy universities, which provide biotech firms with
highly skilled scientists and valuable educational support.

22

After nearly 75 years, a Dornblaser returns to campus

24

Montana, our Montana

Page 21

Advertising Representative

By James V. Koch
President Koch reports good news from the University. Enrollment is
up, contributions are up, and UM has set a record for attracting
research money. Major concerns include the budget and passage o f the
six-mill levy.

By Virginia Vickers Braun
Paul Phillips, great nephew o f Grizzly football star Paul Logan
Dornblaser, a UM alum killed in action during World War I,
visited campus this summer seeking information about his illustrious
ancestor.
By Pat Brennan Taylor and Mary Leichner Vanderslice
The fiftieth reunion o f the class o f ’
38 brought back a lot o f memories.
Imagine, these Golden Grizzlies were on campus during the Helena
earthquake o f 1935, the dedication o f the Journalism Building in 1937
and Orson Welles’broadcast of the Martian invasion in 1938!

Cover: Photo b y Howard Skaggs.
Page 22

P le a s e help: If the person named on the address label has moved, could whoever has
received this magazine send the Alumni Office that person’s new address and phone number?
The Alumni address is listed at left.

LETTERS
Females immoral to apply

Members o f the UM law class o f 1938 gathered
on the steps of Rankin Hall, the old Law School,
for a class photo April 22, 1988. Front row:
James B. Castles, Portland, Ore; Frank F.
Jestrab, Washington, D.C.; Don Nash,
Bozeman; Eugene Mahoney, Arizona City, Ariz.;
Jerome M. Kohn, Billings. Second row: Vincent
Bergqnist, Columbus, Ga.; David Clarke, Silver
Spring, Md.; Selden S. Frisbee, Cut Bank;
Harold R. Drange, Denver; Alex Blewett, Great
Falls. Top row: Lew Rotering, Butte, and Joe
McDowell, Ovando.

Case of mistaken identity
The summer issue o f the Montanan
is, as usual, a very fine issue indeed. It
is entertaining and instructive. We, the
class o f 1938 o f the Law School were
pleased to see our 50th reunion group
photo o f our class on page 24, and we
appreciate the recognition. However, it
was with chagrin and regret that we
found that Don Nash, an outstanding
member o f the class, a leading
practicing lawyer in Bozeman for over
fifty years and a past president o f the
Montana Bar Association, was not
properly identified. Don is standing in
the center o f the front row between
Gene Mahoney and me.
W e realize that space is always at a
premium, but we think that the only
way to properly rectify this unfortunate
mistake is to reprint the picture in your
next issue with proper identification.
After all, it’
s our fifty-year picture,
and your magazine is a publication o f
record.
All o f us thank you very much.
Frank F. Jestrab, LL.B. '38
The Carleton ft309
4550 North Park Ave.
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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I’
m sure Julie Reil (Miss Montana,
featured in the summer ’
88 issue)
would like to becom e U M ’
s next
Rhodes scholar; however, there’
s a
catch.
C ecil Rhodes, the originator o f the
scholarship, specifically intended,
according to his last will and testament,
that the scholarships g o to males, not
females. The British government
unconscionably changed his will to
include females. I think most people
would agree that it is immoral to
change a person’
s legal will; after all,
it is Mr. R hodes’money, not public
funds.
One o f the attributes that a Rhodes
scholar is supposed to p ossess is
“moral character.’
’A female o f moral
character would refuse to accept a
Rhodes scholarship, realizing that C ecil
Rhodes’will was immorally changed to
include women. A female w ho accepts
a Rhodes scholarship obviously lacks
moral character and therefore doesn’
t
deserve it (remember Catch 22?).
I f the people responsible for
nominating Rhodes scholars had any
moral character, they would choose
only males, as was intended according
to Mr. Rhodes’legal will. T o do
otherwise is to rob a male o f the
scholarship that he should have rightly
received.
Roger Stang
4540 South Ave. W.
Missoula, MT- 59801

Unburied treasure
A friend here, Mrs. Betty Crooks, a
UM graduate, gave m e a copy o f your
winter ’
88 magazine.
I was very interested to learn that
“Buried Treasure’
’is com ing to light
again. Have you any plans for the
manuscripts in the ftiture?
I realize many are too fragile for
individual student handling. I also
realize their value; they could never be
replaced.
I am interested in learning o f any
plans you may have for them. I am
living in a retirement hom e—I am well,
but old.
Mrs. H. W. (Meta) Whicker
Cap Sante Court ff28
1111 32nd St.
Anacortes, WA 98221
Editor's note: According to UM Archivist Dale
Johnson, the library is planning to purchase an
attractive exhibit case that will allow the Whicker
Collection to be displayed more frequently.

Members o f the Castles family gathered at
Lubrecht Forest for the naming o f the Castles
Forestry Center April 23. The center was
named in honor o f the Castles family; five
brothers and a sister attended UM. Maty Castles
Trumbull '34, and two o f the brothers, John R.
'38 and Tom x’
44, are deceased. Another
sister. Pearl, fourth from left, top row, lives in
Superior. James B. Castles ’
38, law, continues
to serve as director o f the MJf. Murdock
Charitable Trust, which donated the money to
build the Center in 1982.

Castles’sister a grad
In the recent issue o f the M ontanan,
I noted with interest the renaming o f
the Forestry Research Center in honor
o f the Castles brothers. I was a friend
o f Irwin Castles and lived at the same
room ing house with him during my
time in graduate school in Misssoula.
I think it would be in order to note
that the five brothers had at least one
sister, Mary, mathematics, who
graduated from Montana. They were an
amazing family. Mr. Castles Sr. was
an Englishman who took part in the
relief o f Mafeking during the Boer
War.
I have close ties with tw o former
students on the faculty at Montana in
geology.
D.L. Blackstone
(Professor emeritus, geology.
University o f Wyoming)
1909 Park Avenue
Laramie, WY 82070
Editor’
s note: Mary Castles Trumbull received a B.A.
in 1934 and at one time taught math at UM. She died
in 1975 in Auburn, Wash., where she had been a teacher
since 1958. Another sister, Pearl Castles, lives in
Superior, Mont.

AROUN D TH E OVAL

Hitting the road
for higher ed

Main Hall at Western Montana College o f the University o f Montana in Dillon.

UM-WMC merge
The University o f Montana and
Western Montana C ollege officially
m erged July 1. Western, located in
Dillon, is now the Western Montana
C ollege o f the University o f Montana.
The tw o institutions make up one
unit o f the Montana University System
and are both headed by UM President
James Koch. W estern’
s ch ief
administrative officer is Provost Mike
Easton, who reports to Koch. Easton is
a form er UM vice president for
university relations.
Although it constitutes a separate line
in U M ’
s budget, Western shares
resources and will develop several joint
academic program s with the University.
Western, w hose m ission is to prepare
teachers and coaches, specializes in
individual attention, personal service
and hands-on classroom experience. It
offers bachelor o f science degrees in
elementary and secondary education
with a variety o f emphases and grants
associate o f science degrees in fields
like business information processing,
human resource management, and
tourism and recreation.
Western also offers a general
associate o f arts degree and an
associate o f arts degree with an
emphasis in advertising design.
Through a new B ig Sky Telegraph
system, a multiple phone-line system,

Western will link all o f Montana’
s 114
one-room schools, enabling teachers to
find instructional materials and
communicate with other educators, as
well as provide access to the services
o f W estern’
s library.
A ccording to Easton, the benefits o f
the m erger will be m ost noticeable in
academics. “A student might start at
Western still unsure about a m ajor and
adjust to co lle ge on a smaller campus
and then transfer to the University to
com plete a degree with no loss o f time
or credits,” says Easton.
Easton believes the m erger
relationship will be a positive one for
both institutions. ‘
‘
With the m erger and
new name w e hope to enhance
opportunities for our students and
faculty while still keeping W estern’
s
unique identitiy,” he said.
In conjunction with the merger,
W estern’
s faculty have a chance to
participate in exchange program s that
allow them to teach courses, serve on
committees and conduct research at the
University o f Montana. During the
month o f July, Western professor
Judith Ulrich directed the com edy
H arvey at the University’
s Riverfront
Summer Theatre in Missoula. ‘
‘
This
project is just one o f several beneficial
faculty exchanges that have been made
possible by the recent m erger,” said
Ulrich.

University o f Montana President
James K och and m ore than thirty UM
representatives set out to build support
for the University during a Sept. 6-9
bus trip to southeastern Montana. Som e
o f the goals for the group, which
visited Billings, M iles City, Colstrip
and Hardin, included making residents
o f those cities m ore familiar with UM
and strengthening ties with alumni and
business people.
Other goals included building
statewide support for Referendum 106.
The referendum w ould renew the sixmill levy that funds the Montana
University system. The trip also
coin cided with the testing o f U M ’
s
m icrow ave uplink with Eastern
Montana C ollege in Billings, where
UM now offers a master’
s degree in
business administration.
M em bers o f the group, which
com prised administrators, students and
alumni, visited high schools, called on
professionals in their fields, took part
in press conferences, and met with
alumni and friends o f the University.
The First Interstate BancSystem o f
Montana and other private donors
provided funding for the trip.

Applications up
31 percent in July
The number o f new students applying
to the University has risen 31 percent
over last year’
s figure, according to
M ike Akin, UM director o f admissions.
As o f July 31, 1988, 3,183 students
had applied to UM for fall quarter
1988, 748 m ore students than had
applied a year earlier.
UM receives about a fourth o f its fall
quarter applications during August and
September, Akin said. Last year, 323
new students applied in August and 383
new students applied in September.
The greatest increase for the com ing
fall quarter was in the number o f
freshman applications. By the end o f
July, 1,875 first-year students had
applied to UM, 426 m ore than had
applied by that time last year.
By July 31, 1,211 students had
applied to transfer to UM, 335 more
than had applied to transfer by that date
in 1987.
UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
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Schiedermayer voted
most inspirational
teacher

Library Dean Rath Patrick, left, and President James Koch chat with Marion McGill Smith ’
38
at a reception held in her honor at the Mansfield Library daring commencement. Mrs. Smith has
established an endowment to benefit the library’
s reference collection. In addition to a the $5,000
she gives annually, she has taken out a life insurance policy that names UM as the beneficiary.
At commencement, Mrs. Smith made an extra gift in recognition o f her fifty-year reunion. She
was director o f the Jackson Library at Stanford Business School for twenty-one years until her
retirement in 1979.

UN forges agreement
with Montana Science
and Technology Alliance
The University o f Montana signed
agreements with the Montana Science
and Technology Alliance on June 27
that will further forestry, business and
chemistry research.
One beneficiary is forestry Professor
Nellie Stark, who received $61,710
from the alliance. The funds will help
her finish her production research on
huckleberries.
The alliance also established an
Entrepreneurship Resource and
Assistance Institute with $99,840. The
institute will involve Larry Gianchetta,
dean o f U M ’
s School o f Business
Administration; James Brock, dean o f
Montana State University’
s C ollege o f
Business; and Andre Corbeau, dean o f
Eastern Montana C ollege’
s School o f
Business and Economics.
For administrative purposes, UM will
lead the institute, but all three schools
will participate equally in the grant,
Gianchetta says. He adds that the grant
will fund a year o f planning, during
which the institute will inventory the
state’
s needs as perceived by
entrepreneurs and existing businesses.
Geoffrey Richards, a UM chemistry
professor and director o f the W ood
Chemistry Lab, received $15,000 to
buy a gas chromatograph. The device,
coupled with U M ’
s mass spectrometer.
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is a powerful research tool that will be
usefiil in a variety o f projects.
Established by the Legislature in
1985, the alliance provides funds to
strengthen and diversify Montana’
s
economy. The alliance forges a
partnership between the public and
private sectors and encourages
innovative scientific and technological
development in the state.

Student wins Native
American writing award
W ilford BirdinGround, a junior from
Garrytown, Mont., has won a $100
Peter Left Hand Award for his paper
“Pre-Horse Culture.’
’
The award, administered by the UM
Foundation and annually given to a
UM student, is in its third year. It
recognizes the best paper, art or drama
piece written by an undergraduate
Native American on som e aspect o f
Plains Indian culture. Fred V oget o f
Indiana established the award in
memory o f a C row Indian w ho helped
him research the Crow tribe.
BirdinGround, who m ajors in
forestry, is a member o f the Crow
tribe. His paper tells o f the rift between
the C row and Hidatsa tribes, who he
says once lived together on the Knife
and Missouri rivers, and describes the
C row s’development from an
agricultural to a hunting society.

Gene Schiedermayer, University o f
Montana faculty emeritus o f computer
science, was honored as U M ’
s Most
Inspirational Teacher at an awards
banquet May 31.
Chosen for the award by Silent
Sentinel, he received $100 and will
have his name engraved on a plaque in
the Maureen and Mike Mansfield
Library.
Schiedermayer has taught computer
science courses at UM since 1981, as
well as from 1976 to 1979. Since
retiring last year, he’
s taught two
computerized business systems courses
during winter and spring quarters.
H e was a principal architect o f the
computer science department’
s business
systems emphasis, which about half o f
UM’
s computer science students choose
in completing their degree
requirements.
As a computer consultant,
Schiedermayer has designed computer
business systems for Missoula-area
businesses and discussed computers
with civic, professional and university
organizations.
Schiedermayer, who holds a master’
s
degree in engineering administration
from Southern Methodist University,
has also been the computer systems
manager for American Dental
Manufacturing Co. in Missoula. In
1974, he retired from the Air F orce as
a lieutenant colonel and assistant chief
o f staff for data processing.

Judge, Stephens speak
to Foundation board
Gubernatorial candidates T om Judge
and Stan Stephens addressed the
University o f Montana Foundation
Board o f Trustees July 29 as the
featured event o f the Foundation’
s
semi-annual meeting and luncheon.
Democratic candidate Judge and
Republican candidate Stephens
expressed their views on higher
education in Montana and their plans
for funding the Montana University
System. After the luncheon, they
answered questions from the local
media.

AROUN D TH E OVAL

Two alumni receive
honoraiy degrees
at commencement
University o f Montana alumni Wayne
Rasmussen and Daniel P oole received
honorary degrees June 11 during
commencement. Rasm ussen’
s degree is
a d octor o f humane letters and P oo le’
s
a doctor o f science.
Rasmussen, who lives in Annandale,
Va., was b o m in 1915 on a cattle
ranch in south-central Montana. H e
attended Eastern Montana Normal in
Billings—now Eastern Montana
C ollege—and taught sch ool in a oneroom lo g cabin.
In 1937, he earned a bachelor’
s
degree in history at UM, follow ed by
master’
s and doctoral degrees from
G eorge W ashington University. H e
w orked at the Department o f
Agriculture from 1937 until retiring in
1986.
Winner o f the department’
s Superior
Service and Distinguished Service
awards, Rasmussen has been president
o f organizations like the Agricultural
History Society and Society for History
in the Federal Government. H e’
s also
taught history at The American
University, the University o f Maryland
and the Agriculture Department’
s
graduate school.

Distinguished Scholar winner Ray Hart, left,
walks to commencement with geography depart
ment Chairman Darshan Kang.

Chairman o f the Department o f Chemistry Keith Osterheld, left, and sociology Professor Paul
Miller, right, marshals at commencement, help Dan Poole o f Rockland, Md., with his hood as
he receives an honorary doctor o f science degree.

Poole, a resident o f Rockville, Md.,
earned tw o w ildlife b iology degrees at
UM: a bachelor’
s in 1950 and master’
s
in 1952. A m em ber o f the B oone and
Crockett Club, h e’
s w orked for the
Montana Department o f Fish and Game
and the U.S. Fish and W ildlife Service
in California and Utah. In 1987, he
retired as president o f the W ildlife
Management Institute, based in
Washington, D.C.
P oole edited the Institute’
s O utdoors

N ew s Bulletin, and he edited and did
most o f the w riting for an Am erican
Riflem an colum n on wildlife. H e also
was the main organizer o f the annual
North American W ildlife Conference.
Besides being a conservation lobbyist
in Washington, D.C., P oole has
chaired the Natural R esources Council
o f Am erica and been a civilian member
o f the National Park S erv ice’
s Master
Plan Team for Yellow stone and Grand
Teton National parks.

Ray Hart named
distinguished scholar

Since 1984, Hart has directed a
$180,000 research and publications
project for the 75th anniversary o f the
American Academ y o f Religion. H e’
s
been on the board o f directors and
executive committee o f the American
Academ y o f R eligion since 1969. H e’
s
also a m ember o f the International
Council o f R eligion ’
s executive
committee for planning the Centennial
C on gress o f W orld Religions, which
w ill be in 1993.
Hart has written and edited many
articles, essays and chapters for books
about the study o f religions. In
addition, h e’
s written books such as
The Critique o f M odernity: T h eological
R eflections on Contem porary Culture
and U nfinished Man and the
Im agination.
Hart, w ho earned a doctorate in
religious studies at Yale University,
taught at the Divinity School o f
Vanderbilt University in Nashville,
Tenn., before com ing to UM.

Ray Hart, w ho chairs the University
o f Montana’
s religious studies
department, received a $1,000
Distinguished Scholar Award at a May
31 awards banquet on campus.
The Research and Creative Activities
Com m ittee ch ose him for the award
based on his scholarly activities,
contributions and publications. Other
criteria w ere his honors and awards,
guidance o f graduate students and
letters o f support from associates.
Hart cam e to UM as professor and
chairman o f religious studies when the
department began in 1969. H e chaired
the department for five years and filled
the jo b again in 1986. Besides teaching
at UM, he’
s served on many
curriculum and advisory committees
and in 1976 w on U M ’
s Award for
Scholarly Merit o f National and
International Distinction.
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Thom as Cronin

A rchbishop Hunthausen

Mansfield Conference
addresses leadership,
character, civic virtue
Archbishop Raymond Hunthausen,
U.S. Sen. Daniel Inouye and former
U.S. Attorney General Elliot
Richardson were among the speakers
exploring various aspects o f
“Leadership, Character and Civic
Virtue’
’at the University o f Montana’
s
May 23-24 Mansfield Conference.
“This subject o f leadership and
character is one that is always with
us,’
’said Paul Lauren, director o f the
Maureen and Mike Mansfield Center,
“but also one that seems particularly
appropriate given this election year and
the many questions asked during the
past several months by citizens about
the values and the character o f their
national leaders.’
’
Hunthausen, archbishop o f Seattle
since 1975, discussed “Moral Aspects
o f Leadership in Private and Public

UM linguistics class nets
$3,000 scholarship from
computer company
“Spelling A ce,” an electronic speller
manufactured by Franklin Computer
Corporation o f Westbury, N.Y., and
promoted on the television game show
“Wheel o f Fortune,” got a good going
over by a UM linguistics class last
year, and as a result, the Linguistics
Program was awarded a $3,000
scholarship by the company.
Last June, linguistics Professor
Robert Hausmann wrote and asked
Franklin Computers to send him one o f
their hand-held, calculator-like
dictionaries because he wanted his
linguistics class to study the often loose
fit between the way English sounds and
the way it’
s spelled.
Franklin sent him thirty spellers, one
for each student, which at the time sold
8
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D an iel Inouye

E lliott R ichardson

Life.” The Vatican reduced his power
in 1986 by shifting his authority in five
major areas to an auxiliary bishop. The
Vatican later restored his authority
when it appointed Thomas Murphy,
former bishop o f the Great FallsBillings D iocese, as coadjutor and
transferred the auxiliary bishop to
another diocese.
The archbishop received the Martin
Luther King Jr. Fellowship o f
Reconciliation Award in 1987. A native
o f Anaconda, he was bishop o f the
Helena D iocese from 1962 to 1975.
Inouye, who was a member o f the
Senate Watergate Committee, spoke on
“Public Leadership and Personal
Character.” H e co-chaired the joint
congressional committee that
investigated last year’
s Iran-Contra
affair and is a contender for the
position o f Senate Majority Leader, a
post U.S. Ambassador to Japan Mike
Mansfield once held.
Richardson’
s topic was “Developing

for about $100 apiece. The class
figured out how the speller worked and
concluded that it operated on
mathematical rather than linguistical
principles.
“They never had asked a linguist to
look at the speller,” Hausmann said.
The speller uses letter similarity and
probability to limit the number o f
guesses for finding the correctly spelled
word. Approaching the problem
linguistically, the class listed spellings
for every sound in the English
language, and Hausmann prepared a
forty-page report on their findings for
Franklin.
Franklin was impressed enough with
the results that they have awarded a
$3,000 scholarship to the Linguistics
Program. The scholarship will be
awarded for one year to a UM
linguistics student selected by
Hausmann but not necessarily one who

W illiam Sullivan

Leadership and Character.” A lawyer
in Washington, D.C., he resigned as
U.S. attorney general rather than
follow President N ixon’
s order to
discharge Watergate special prosecutor
Archibald Cox. H e’
s held several
Cabinet-level positions and
ambassadorial assignments and written
The Creative Balance.
The other featured speakers at the
conference were scholars Thomas
Cronin and William Sullivan. Cronin,
who explored “The Nature o f
Leadership,” is a professor at Colorado
C ollege who specializes in presidential
leadership and character. Sullivan, a
philosophy professor at La Salle
University and co-author o f H abits o f
the Heart, covered “C ivic Virtue and
Leadership. ’
’
The conference, sponsored each year
by U M ’
s Maureen and Mike Mansfield
Center, is made possible by a grant
from the Burlington Northern
Foundation.

has worked with the Franklin speller.
Hausmann says Franklin will likely
continue the scholarship in com ing
years.
This summer, Franklin asked
Hausmann to represent the computer
company at a world congress o f
lexicographers in Budapest, Hungary,
while he’
s there this fall as part o f his
four-month Fulbright Lectureship.
The computer company and the
Linguistics Program seem certain to
continue their close ties. For example,
over the next four years Franklin will
fund a research project on spelling, to
be directed by an linguistics graduate
student.
“The Linguistics Program is goin g to
have ongoing research assignments
from Franklin,” Hausmann says.
“Every time they think o f something,
they turn to us and say, ‘
H ow about
doing this?’”

AROUN D TH E OVAL

Johnston named
alumni director
Bill Johnston, associate director o f
admissions at UM, has been appointed
director o f alumni relations.
Johnston’
s
appointment fills a
vacancy left by
Sheila Stearns, who
recently was named
UM v ice president
for university
relations.
Throughout his
eight years in Admissions, Johnston has
represented UM at college and career
programs, high sch ool activities,
orientation sessions, community events
and alumni gatherings. H e has also
coordinated marketing events and
publications for new students.
W orking as a recruiting
representative, Johnston began his work
in Adm issions in 1980. In 1984 he
becam e assistant director o f
Admissions. The follow in g year he was
named associate director o f
Admissions.
In 1979 Johnston, a native o f Libby,
earned bachelor degrees in social work
and sociology from UM. H e is
currently w orking toward a master’
s
degree in public administration at UM.
Johnston, who served from 1979 to
1980 as a V IST A volunteer, has held
offices for the Montana A ssociation o f
Collegiate Registrars and Admissions
Officers. H e is also the national chair
o f the National Student Exchange
Council, which represents m ore than
eighty universities and colleges.
“It’
s goin g to be fun w orking with
the Alumni A ssociation and the alumni
themselves,’
’Johnston said. “It’
s an
honor and pleasure to serve the alumni
and the University in this capacity. I’
m
looking forward to working with the
staff on H om ecom ing and the new
directory and credit card projects this
fall.”

Alumni survey
University o f Montana alumni have
an incentive for responding to an
Alumni Association survey they’
ll find
in their m ailboxes at the end o f
September. In a drawing later this
year, one respondent will win a
14-karat go ld UM com m em orative

watch by Seiko.
T o update its files, the Alumni
A ssociation plans to mail 46,000
surveys this month and then send
surveys again in late O ctober to people
w ho didn’
t respond the first time.
The survey confirm s graduates’
names, job s, business and home
addresses, and hom e phone numbers.
Their names, addresses and home
phone numbers will appear in a new
alumni directory.
The form also seeks information
about an alumnus’spouse, including
name, jo b and UM degree, and gives
alumni a chance to respond whether
they’
d like to help with a variety o f
activities. The ch oices are promoting
G rizzly athletics, working on a reunion
planning committee, fund raising for
the Foundation, tracing lost alumni,
recruiting students, and helping student
interns or recent graduates through the
Alumni Career Consultant Program.
Elsew here in the survey, graduates
may indicate that they wish to join the
Alumni A ssociation or order a
directory.

Be true to your school
In September, the University o f
Montana began a new kind o f fund
raising that encourages alumni to give
directly to a sch ool on campus instead
o f to the unrestricted E xcellence Fund.
Under the new system, each sch ool will
create its ow n annual fund by soliciting
its ow n graduates.
“In the past, w e encouraged only
unrestricted giving s o the president
w ould have the flexibility to meet
general University needs such as
faculty development, scholarships and
legislative relations,” said UM
Foundation Executive D irector Bill
Zader.
“The new fund-raising program will
continue to provide funds for such
needs but will also generate additional
revenue desperately needed by
individual sch ools,” he added.
The new approach to fund raising,
which will be by mail and phone, will
be coordinated by the Foundation’
s
Excellence Fund staff. Each school will
use the E xcellence Fund name in fund
raising. For example, journalism
graduates will be contacted by the
School o f Journalism Excellence Fund.

The general E xcellence Fund will
still seek unrestricted contributions
from M issoula businesses and UM
supporters other than alumni.
It will be easy for donors to ch oose
which way they want to g o —with
restricted or unrestricted gifts. They
need to know, though, that a portion o f
all gifts to sch ools will g o for general
University uses like scholarships,
student recruitment and library
materials.
D on ors have given m ore than $1.8
million to the E xcellence Fund since its
inception ten years ago. Contributions
fund a w ide range o f causes, including
scholarships, outreach programs, the
library and faculty research.

UN legal counsel named
Joan Newman, a form er deputy
attorney in the M issoula County
Attorney’
s Office, becam e the
University’
s new legal counsel July 1.
She replaces Jim
Ranney, w ho became
the acting legal
counsel a year
earlier.
Newman had been
an attorney in the
civil division o f the
M issoula County
Attorney’
s O ffice since 1986. From
1983 to 1986, she was an associate
with the Green, M acDonald & Kirscher
law firm in Missoula.
In 1982 Newman graduated from
UM’
s law school, where she was an
adjunct faculty m ember from 1983 to
1987. She taught bankruptcy law,
property law and legal writing.
W hile in law school, Newman was
on the staff o f the M ontana Law
Review. She also qualified for the
National Appellate A dvocacy
Com petition in 1981 and was a
teaching assistant for the legal writing
program and M oot Court competitions
in 1981-1982.
Newman holds a bachelor’
s degree in
psychology from Montana State
University and a master’
s degree in
education and counseling from
Claremont Graduate School in
Claremont, Calif. She’
s taught
psychology at M iles Community
C ollege in M iles City and at Flathead
Valley Community C o lle g e in Kalispell.
UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
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Journalism school
reaccredited
The School o f Journalism has been
granted full reaccreditation by the
national accrediting organization for
journalism education.
Journalism Dean Charles H ood said
the decision was made unanimously by
the Accrediting Council for Education
in Journalism and Mass Communication
at a May 7 meeting in Chicago.
H e added that John Lavine, president
o f the accrediting council, praised the
journalism school for its successful
efforts in meeting the accrediting
standards during unusually hard
econom ic times.
The journalism program had received
provisional accreditation last year
GRIZZLY BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Date Opponent
NOVEMBER
11 Sim on Fraser
18 Stanford
21 or2 2 P ossible NIT Gam e
26 P ossible NIT Gam e
28 North Dakota State
DECEMBER
1 Portland
3 St. Mary's
9810
14
17
20
22
28
30
JANUARY
5
7
13
14

Cham pion H oliday C lassic
M ontana T ech
Creighton
San D iego
W estern W ashington
USIU
Colorado State
University of Idaho
Eastern W ashington University
B oise State University
Idaho State University

19
21
27
28
FEBRUARY

Northern Arizona University
University o f Nevada-Reno
Idaho State University
M ontana State University

4
9
11
16
18
25
MARCH

M ontana State University
B oise State University
W eber State C ollege
Eastern W ashington University
University o f Idaho
W eber State C ollege

2 University of Nevada-Reno
4 Northern Arizona University
9-11 Big Sky C onference Tournament
Champion H oiday C lassic Field;
Valparaiso U niversity-lndiana
St. Peter's C o fe g e - N e w Jersey
Centenary C d e ge - L o u sia n a
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pending action b y the school in several
areas, most o f them related to
inadequate funding.
In his progress report to the council,
H ood cited additional financial support
from U M ’
s administration, donations o f
equipment by the G reat F alls Tribune
and The Idaho Statesman, and offcampus fund-raising efforts. H e also
reported success in developing new
funding sources to support faculty
development and travel.
The journalism school, one o f eighty
accredited programs in the nation, will
be reevaluated in 1993. The school also
was recently evaluated by the Allied
Daily Newspapers, which in May
awarded it $15,000 in recognition o f its
excellence in training newspaper
journalists.
LADY GRIZ BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

Site

Tim e

Date
Opponent
NOVEMBER

Site

Tim e

M issoula
M issoula
TBA

7:30
7:30

9 N ew Zealand N ational Team
25-26 K ansas State Tourney
DECEMBER

M issoula
Manhattan

7:30

M issoula
Seattle
Portland
Portland
Pullman
M issoula

7:30

New York
M issoula
Portland
M issoula
M issoula
M issoula
Omaha
M issoula
M issoula
San D iego
Fort Collins
M issoula
M issoula
Boise
Pocatello
Flagstaff
R eno
M issoula
M issoula
Bozem an
M issoula
M issoula
Cheney
M oscow
O gden
M issoula
M issoula
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US International,
U o f Pacific
16 University o f W ashington

7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

17 Portland State University
19 University o f Portland
21 W ashington State University
27 R ocky Mountain
JANUARY
1 Utah

14
19
21
26
29
FEBRUARY

Eastern W ashington
B oise State
W eber State
Idaho State
M ontana State

M issoula
M issoula
Flagstaff
R eno
M issoula
M issoula
Boise
Ogden
M issoula
M issoula

3
10
11
17
18
22
25
MARCH
4

M ontana State
Eastern W ashington
Idaho
Nevada-Reno
Northern Arizona
B oise State
W eber State

Bozem an
Cheney
M oscow
M issoula
M issoula
M issoula
M issoula

2
5
7
13

7:30
7:30

7:30
7:30

7:30
7:30

7:30
7:30

10 811

G onzaga
Northern Arizona
Nevada-Reno
Idaho

Idaho State

Since the start o f spring quarter
journalism students are using computer
terminals instead o f manual typewriters
for editing and reporting classes.
The G reat F alls Tribune has donated
twenty-nine Harris video-display
terminals, and the Idaho Statesman in
B oise has promised five more.
“This is the second time newspapers
in the region have com e to our
assistance,’
’Charles E. Hood, dean o f
the School o f Journalism, said.
With the help o f the M issoulian,
Montana newspapers donated the first
electronic system to the Kaimin
newsroom in 1981, H ood explained.
The Kaimin now leases an upgraded
computer system from the M issoulian.

LADY GRIZ VOLLEYBALL SCHEDULE

7:30
7:30

Date
SEPTEMBER
17
19
23
24
29
OCTOBER
1
6
8
15
21
22
28
29
NOVEMBER
4
5
12
18-19

7:30
7:30

GRIZZLY FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

2-3 D om ino's P izza C lassic
Nebraska,

7:30

Exit the typewriter

7:30
7:30
7:30

7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

P oca telo
Big Sky C onference W om en's Basketball T ourn am en t-Site TBA

Opponent

Tim e

Nevada-Reno
Eastern M ontana (NAIA)
Idaho*
Eastern W ashington*
B oise State*

7:36
7:30
7:38

W eber State*
Idaho State*
M ontana State*
M ontana State
Eastern W ashington*
Idaho’
Nevada-Reno*
Northern Arizona

15
22
29
NOVEMBER
5

7:30

7:30
7:30

W eber State*
7:30
B oise State*
7:30
Idaho State*
B ig S k y V olleyball C h am pionsh ips, fou r to p tea m s
determ in ed b y round-robin play. H osted b y regularsea son cham pion.

Dale
Opponent
SEPTB4BER
17
Idaho State*
25
Idaho*
(Great Falls Day
& Parent's Day)
OCTOBER
1 ' Nevada-Reno*
8

7:30

Eastern W ashington
(Flathead V alley Day)
Northern Arizona
(H om ecom ing 8 B illings Day)
B oise Stale*
W eber State

Site

Tune

P oca telo
M issoula

1pm

Reno
M issoula

1pm

M issoula

1:30 pm

Boise
O gden

M ontana State*
M issoula
(B.A. 8 D. Day)
Portland State
12
Portland
'C onference!Ifetch es-B F Indicates H om e M atches

1pm
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Facing the future
with optimism
For the first time, UN will offer
instruction in Japanese, as well as
Chinese this fall. UN offers
exchanges with universities in
China, Japan and New Zealand and
Study Abroad programs in Austria,
France, Spain and the Soviet
Union. Our student population is
truly international, with 283
students enrolled from fifty foreign
countries.

B y J a m e s V. K o c h

I am delighted to
be able to provide
you with an upbeat
report about the
University o f
Montana. While
UM faces a series
o f important
challenges during
the next year, there
are many reasons to
be optimistic about
our future.

Consider the following:
•UM enrollment o f new freshmen and transfer students
this fall is significantly larger than in previous years.
•A recent im age survey concerning UM revealed that
Montanans consider U M ’
s program s to b e o f very high
quality and deserving o f additional funding.
•An increasing number o f UM alumni have chosen to
support the University financially via contributions to the
Excellence Fund.
•UM has been able to utilize a combination o f private
and public funding to extend its M.B.A. degree program to
Billings.

Internationalization
UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
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•As o f July 1, 1988, Western Montana C ollege became
part o f the University o f Montana.
•UM has concluded “partnership” agreements with a
half dozen rapidly grow ing Montana biotechnology firms
that provide UM faculty and students with access to stateof-the-art research equipment and facilities.
•UM set a new record this past year by attracting nearly
$7 million dollars o f external binding for its research
programs.
The preceding developments are am ong the reasons why
there is a grow ing consensus that events are on the
upswing for the University. Our task during this next year

R esea rifi
In 1987-88,
UN nearly $7
million in
research
money, a new
record for
grants.

is to build upon that momentum in order to ensure that UM
will be successful in meeting several upcom ing challenges.
Perhaps the most important o f these is the November 8
vote to renew the six-mill levy. UM receives 11 percent o f
its budget annually from the six-mill property tax levy,
which is subject to renewal every ten years. This year’
s
renewal cannot be taken for granted, and w e need your
support if w e are to be successful.
An overriding concern for the University is the
inadequacy o f its overall budget. Recent data indicate that
UM receives only about 65 percent o f the amount o f
funding per student that its peer institutions in neighboring
states receive. It is critical that we make progress in
closing this funding gap, which seriously reduces U M ’
s
ability to attract and retain faculty, maintain an adequate
library, and nurture the econom ic development and quality
o f life o f the state o f Montana. There is som e light on the
horizon in this regard. A bipartisan committee com posed o f

At UM, students earn
while they learn. UN
places more than 300
students annually in
internships with
businesses throughout
the state and nation.

w ork Study
representatives from the governor’
s office, the Legislature
and the Board o f Regents has been examining higher
education funding in Montana. The data generated thus far
by this study clearly demonstrate that UM is seriously
underfunded relative to its peer institutions. Given the
bipartisan, cooperative nature o f the study, it seem s likely
that its conclusions will have great credibility. W e will
provide summaries o f these conclusions to you when they
are finally available.
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^M ecom m iiiiications
UM’
s first televised
course will be
broadcast this fall
when UM begins
offering a M.B.A.
degree in
cooperation with
Eastern Montana
College.

UM also will ask the com ing Legislature to renew the
past financial support that it has provided U M ’
s M.B.A.
degree program in Billings and the freshwater research
program at U M ’
s B iological Experiment Station on
Flathead Lake. Both o f these programs are vitally
connected to the econom ic well-being o f the state and to
the quality o f the life o f its citizens. In addition, UM will
request financial assistance from the Legislature in order to
automate the catalog and support services at the Mansfield
Library. M odem libraries utilize technology to search
massive data bases and to provide speedy information
electronically to users w ho often are not located in the
library itself. This request, which is a logical outgrowth o f
the information society in which we live, will enable the
Mansfield Library to becom e a powerful tool that can be
used by citizens in every co m er o f the state.
The University’
s number one new building priority will
continue to be its proposed new School o f Business
Administration building. Approximately 22 percent o f all
undergraduate students and 12 percent o f all graduate
students at U M major in our School o f Business
Administration. The current School o f Business
Administration building was designed to accommodate a

Scholarship

With twenty-three Rhodes scholars, UM
ranks nineteenth in the nation In the
number o f Rhodes scholars it has produced.
And|y Vliet '86, right, UM’
s latest Rhodes
scholar, majored in wildlife biology at UM.

PRESIDENTS REPORT
student body one-third that size. As a consequence, the
sch ool’
s classes now are taught in six different buildings
scattered around the campus. The sch ool’
s Small Business
Institute, which annually assists almost 100 small Montana
businesses, is located in a former dormitory room. The
new building will enable UM both to promote these
econom ic development services and to meet burgeoning
student demands for coursew ork in the School o f Business
Administration.
Despite the serious financial constraints that the
University has faced, the achievements o f its students and
faculty continue to be extremely impressive. For example,
while only 18 percent o f the nation’
s accounting students
pass all five sections o f the C.P.A. examination on their
first attempt, over 60 percent o f UM students d o so. U M ’
s
excellence in academic pursuits has carried over to
intercollegiate athletics as well. The Lady G riz basketball
team was ranked fourteenth in the nation at season’
s end
and received an N CA A tournament bid. Meanwhile, U M ’
s
School o f Journalism was named one o f the tw o best
programs in the northwest United States and was one o f
only fourteen schools cited in a recent national survey o f
the most outstanding journalism schools. In the sciences,
UM has been designated as the state’
s Center for
Excellence in Biotechnology by the Montana Science and
Technology Alliance.

Prestige
The Mansfield Center for
the study of Asian languages
and ethics in public affairs
has brought such
internationally prominent
authorities as Sony
Corporation Chairman Akio
Morita and former President
Jimmy Carter to UM.

Outreach
The Montana Repertory Theatre, a professional acting company
based at UM, is a cultural resource for Montana as well as a
laboratory for UM students. This past winter and spring, the Rep
took “Cowboy,'* an original Montana musical, on a four-month
tour that covered twelve states.

The University o f Montana possesses a proud academic
tradition that includes numerous Rhodes scholars and a
Nobel Laureate among its graduates. Alm ost 45,000 living
alumni are a visible testimony to the enduring quality o f its
efforts. Further, there is exciting new evidence that the
University is making progress in extending that tradition o f
excellence to an increasing number o f students and citizens.
Your support in making that prospect a solid reality
continues to be vital and is greatly appreciated. Let’
s keep
up the momentum.

UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
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UM gets good grades
in statewide survey
By Sheila M acD onald Stearns
True or false? The follow ing facilities and program s are
affiliated with the University o f Montana:
•The Flathead Lake Biological Station
•The Bureau o f Business and Econom ic Research
•The Mansfield Center
•The Montana Repertory Theatre
Just how much do Montanans know about the University
o f Montana and how d o they feel about it? As the
educational market becom es increasingly competitive and
funding increasingly scarce, it’
s crucial to know how our
University is perceived.
Last spring my office, the O ffice o f University Relations,
com m issioned a random survey o f 406 Montanans and
discovered som e interesting perceptions. W e found that the
University has an overall positive image across the state
and that there is widespread support for increased funding
for the University System and for faculty salaries (graph
1).
O f the 406 Montanans polled, 94 percent strongly or
somewhat agreed that UM offers high-quality academic
programs, and 93.2 percent said UM students receive good
educations.
About nine out o f ten respondents strongly or somewhat

Graph 1. Montana Higher Education Funding
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agreed that UM students* are well-prepared for the future
and that U M ’
s faculty is dedicated. Almost seven out o f ten
respondents said they’
d send their ow n child to UM.
Regarding the current level o f funding for higher
education:
•59.4% think it is too low
•7.4% think it is too high
•26.5% think it’
s about right
•48% think faculty salaries are too low
•5.4% too high
•30% about right.
W e asked those polled what was the first im age that
com es to mind when they think o f UM, and 35.7 percent
said its M issoula location; 17.3 percent responded with
generalized positive comments; 14 percent said academic
programs; and 13.3 percent, G rizzly sports.
However, w e learned that not all Montanans are aware
o f UM’
s unique academic and professional programs
(graph 2). Less than half o f the respondents could associate
our “Centers o f E xcellence” with UM (graph 3). Centers
o f Excellence are unique programs o f national stature, such
as the Bureau o f Business and Econom ic Research and the
Mansfield Center. Only 54 percent correctly identified the
Montana Repertory Theatre, which just toured the state
with the original Montana musical C ow boy, with UM. W e

Graph 2 . Montanans Correctly Associating Academic
Programs with the University o f Montana.

SURVEY
know now, because o f the survey, that many Montanans
are oblivious to som e o f the educational treasures in the
Treasure State.
For example, the Flathead Lake B iological Station has
achieved an international reputation in freshwater research.
Its scientists attract nearly $600,000 annually in outside
funds, three times the amount spent on it each year from
the University’
s budget. Its research assists in the plans to
maintain the quality o f one o f Montana’
s premier
recreational settings and tourist attractions. It is truly a
Center o f Excellence. Yet, the survey show s us, only onethird o f Montanans are aware o f it, or that it is part o f the
academic program o f the Universiy o f Montana.
Although 56.7 percent o f those polled said the number o f
schools in the University System is about right, respondents
said that an ideal number for Montana would be four units.
Apparently, 53.6 percent o f the respondents did not know
o f the m erger between UM and Western Montana College,
which took place this summer. Interestingly, 16.4 percent
named other schools in the merger.
Finally, with 11.2 percent expressing neutral comments
and 7.4 percent expressing negative comments about UM,
the survey concluded the negative perceptions o f UM from
the late 1960s and early 1970s have subsided.
W e’
re pleased to know that Montanans have a high
regard for the University, since the taxpayers o f the state
are both benefactors and beneficiaries o f the teaching,
research and service the University provides. One o f our
priorities has been to increase awareness about the
University throughout the state. President Koch has visited
dozens o f Montana communities in the first tw o years o f
his administration. D ozens m ore are on his agenda for this
year. Faculty and administrators are often on the road
telling Montanans about the treasure they have in a
university such as ours. Our m essage is that educational
excellence has taken its place with copper, silver, and gold
as a rich natural resource—truly a treasure—with high
value for the Treasure State.

Graph 3. Montanans Correctly Associating Centers
o f Excellence with the University o f Montana.
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S helter
Bay
on Flathead Lake, two m iles north of Rollins, MT.

W ho Says You C an ’
t
B u y H a p p in e ss?
The hard work is all done . . .
•A ll utilities to lot lin e •Good road — Year round
access •Boat Ramp •Tfennis Court •Dock

Shelter Bay Has It All!
V i s i t o r s W e lc o m e .
C a l l o r W r ite f o r a n A p p o i n t m e n t
844-3037 ( on s it e p h o n e )

Large lakefront lots.
Midway between Poison and K alispell on w est shore.
Good term s and tim es in store for you.

LAMBR0S REALTY
543-6663
1-800-424-2157 / Ext. 123
C a ll J e r r y F o r d - 721-5779
o r T om m e L u W orden - 549-7676
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Fly-fishing on the O val
By Paddy O ’
C onnell M acD onald
“The things we d o for love,” cracked M onica Conrad
’
81, director o f the Excellence Fund, as she took her turn
wielding a Loom is fly rod on the lawn o f the Oval.
Conrad, along with twenty-five or thirty o f U M ’
s
administrators, faculty, and staff, took advantage o f a fly
fishing course offered during the noon hour by the
W ellness Center in July. Conrad’
s motivation for doing so
was that she wanted “something wonderful to d o together”
with her boyfriend. “W e tried fishing once before,” she
explained. “It lasted about fifteen minutes.”
The course, conducted by D oug Brewer o f M issoula’
s
Streamside Anglers, was initially taught in the Liberal Arts
Building on campus, where D oug explained the basics o f
fly-fishing. The students became familiar with the rather
peculiar language o f the sport; they learned about “yellow
humpies,” “w ooly buggers” and “muddler minnows.”
They learned rudimentary fishing tactics: where to go,
when to go, what to do when you get there. Then, for the
last two weeks o f class, the students left the ivory tower o f
academia and went outside for som e practical experience.
The students, a diverse group, slow ly drifted into the
“classroom ,” a grassy area striped with a dozen or so
fly rods. Brewer, Gordon Opel o f the Wellness Center, and
John Perry, a Missoula-based guide, stood by to help the
participants assemble the gear as they arrived. Then class
began.
“Ten o ’
clock, two o ’
clock,” D ou g explained, as green
line undulated through the air from his Orvis. “Ten
o’
clock, two o ’
clock,” repeated Sheila Stearns ’
68, vice
president for university relations, as she tried to imitate the
motion. Stearns, demure in pearls and a navy blue suit,
took an academic approach to the task at hand. She wanted
details: “H ow long d o you let the fly sit there on the water
before you think, ‘
Well, that didn’
t work?’” she asked.
“Until the drag sets in,” D oug answered.
“Oh. Okay,” said Stearns, obviously not satisfied.
“Or, for example, if your fly has gone past the fish
you’
re casting to, you might want to try again,” he said.
D oug Beed o f Special Services took his turn reluctantly.
“There is a certain psychological type that simply doesn’
t
fly-fish,” D oug said as he began, “and I may be he.” He
got the hang o f it, however, and was soon snapping the
green line along with his fellow classmates. “Y ou ’
re
perfect!” the guide told him. “Yeah,” D oug answered,
squinting his eyes in concentration, “that’
s what my wife
says.”
Passersby stared as they walked to and from class. Paul
Lauren, director o f the Mansfield Center and an
accomplished angler, sat down on a rock, opened a brown
bag and ate lunch as he watched the neophyte fishermen.
The Wellness Center offers free classes year round to
faculty, staff, their spouses and retirees in areas such as
yoga, weight reduction, aerobics and fitness. But fly-
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Maureen Fleming, right, picks up a few pointers as she and other anglers
practice casting on the Oval.

fishing? “In terms o f stress management, there are fewer
sports more relaxing than fishing,” Opel said. “You might
want to m ove over here a bit,” he added, as one o f the
lines whipped to a landing at the feet o f a bystander.
“W e’
re blessed with such great fishing spots here in
Montana that one ought to know how to utilize them.”
If the Wellness Center had a dean’
s list, Maureen
Fleming, professor o f business, surely would have been on
it. She arrived at the Oval looking like a model for L.L.
Bean: she w ore khaki pants and a brimmed straw hat, and
she carried her ow n pole in a glinting aluminum case. The
only touch o f frivolity was the hot-pink scarf at her throat.
“I already caught my first fish,” Maureen said, happily.
“At Rock Creek. A twelve-incher. ”
Conrad heard this and rolled her eyes skyward. “It was
about halfway through this class when I realized that
actually touching a fish was a possibility,” she said,
shivering.
The fishermen were next instructed to face the wind;
now the green lines w ere behaving strangely. Tucker
Miller from the Department o f Health and Physical
Education was momentarily startled as the fishing line
seem ed to leap at him. Miller stepped back just a little, as
if the line were alive and he wanted to give it more room.
It may have seemed curious to the bystanders that all this
energy was being wasted on the Oval rather than the
Blackfoot River. It was just as well, actually, at least for
the time being.
Wilma Spence from the forestry school suddenly caught
on to what she was doing. Her wrist was breaking
perfectly; her arm was at one with the fly rod. The line
floated in gentle curves and settled softly on the lawn.
Spence was fishing, and she loved it. Then, in her new
found enthusiasm, she forgot one o f fly-fishing’
s premier
canons.
“Sheila!” Spence yelled, in a voice that would have sent
all able-bodied trout down to Alberton, “Look at me!”

COLLECTIONS

From priceless art to rare fossils

UM’
s hidden resources
By V alerie Siphers Lindstrom
Ninety-three years o f faculty collectin g artifacts and
specim ens together with donations from alumni and friends
have built a group o f permanent collections at UM that
include such diverse items as the fossil skull o f a six-foottall pig and the Edgar Paxson oil painting “Sacajawea.”
Spread throughout the campus on display and in storage,
the collections are a valuable learning tool for students and
a cultural resource for the state.
The University’
s collections began with a donation o f
zoological and geologica l specim ens from the Smithsonian
Institution when UM opened its doors in 1895. Since then,
alumni, faculty, students and friends have contributed
prehistoric material, art, Native American artifacts,
furniture, items from Montana’
s early days, and botanical
specimens.
Parts o f the permanent art collection tour galleries in
Montana, but the majority o f the collection is stored in a
climate-controlled room.
“Probably few collections have the variety and range that
w e have here,’
’says Dennis Kern, curator o f the art
collection. “The collection could be called eclectic,” he
continues, “but w e have several exam ples for students to
study and compare. F or example, w e have contemporary
photographs, and then w e have prints by Daumier and

Dennis Kern, curator o f UN's art collection, slides out two William
Merritt Chase paintings, “Fra Dana”(top right) and “Priam”(bottom),
that hang on moveable storage panels in a climate-controlled room in
the Performing Arts/Radio-Television Center.

UN's first museum, on
the first floor o f the new
ly constructed Main Hall,
displayed the natural,
mineral and scientific
wealth o f the state.
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Delacroix. Students don’
t have to see the best example to
inspire them. It’
s here and it’
s accessible.”
Kern says som e o f the pieces in the permanent art
collection are quite valuable. The Edgar Paxson oil painting
“Sacajawea,” estimated to be worth around $3,000 in the
1920s, could be worth $50,000 today, and two William
Merritt Chase paintings, “Priam” and “Fra Dana,”
together could be worth more than $500,000.
The art collection gives students access to 2,000 prints,
100 pieces o f furniture, more than 500 pieces o f pressed
glass, 60 paintings and 500 pieces o f Native American art
and artifacts.
A sampling o f the holdings includes tw o 14th-century
icons, one a Russian icon o f Madonna with Child and the
other a Greek icon o f M oses with a scroll; a 15th-century
Renaissance altar panel from Spain; a functioning
nickelodeon from the most famous house o f prostitution in

Terri Maxwell, a home economics senior from Cascade, models a dress
from the McGill Collection. The furniture and dress are part of the
1,500 items donated to UM by Dr. Caroline McGill in 1952.
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Butte during the 1880s-1890s; a walnut organ used by the
W elsh choir in Butte, which crossed the Atlantic eleven
times when the choir attended a yearly music festival; a
Federal sofa made by a slave and brought to D eer L odge
in 1883 from Missouri; and a cherry drop-leaf table that
once belonged to G eorge Washington and was brought to
Montana by a Catholic priest.
Dr. Caroline McGill, Montana’
s third female physician,
in 1952 gave UM 1,500 items depicting everyday life in
Montana. The M cGill collection includes furniture,
clothing, clocks, lamps, musical instruments, photographs,
sewing machines, glassware, metals, jewelry, household
appliances, toys, books and Indian artifacts.
M ost o f U M ’
s Native American artifacts are in the
archeology collection and since 1949 have been the
responsibility o f anthropology Professor Carling Malouf.
With the help o f Duane Hampton and several other UM
history professors, M alouf was able to collect historical
items from several Montana archeological sites. They
excavated artifacts at the Salish H ouse in Thompson Falls,
St. M ary’
s M ission and Fort Owen near Stevensville, Fort
Shaw and Fort Missoula. Sites along Mullan Road near
Missoula, at Bearmouth on the Clark Fork River and at
various mines and stagecoach stations yielded hinges, door
knobs, saddlery, buttons, barbed wire, dishes and
silverware, medicine bottles, glass doll heads and other
items.
UM’
s prehistoric material from the Pictograph Caves
outside Billings is the most significant collection o f
presettlement Native American artifacts in the state. The
caves gave anthropologists a glim pse into one o f the
longest unbroken sequences o f human occupation in
Montana.
M alouf and six students, learning to manage museums
and collections, are creating an anthropological display in
the basement o f the Social Sciences Building. They hope
the display, which includes artifacts that date from 10,000
years ago to the present, will be open to the public for
Montana’
s centennial celebration next year. Native
American porcupine quill work, beadwork and historical
pieces depicting tribal movements and the appearance o f
whites and horses are being prepared for the display.
In other departments, too, dedicated faculty are contin
uing the tradition o f building and maintaining important
collections. In zoology Professor Richard Hutto is
responsible for his department’
s two museums in the Health
Sciences Building. “Very few colleges and universities
house any sort o f zoological museum,” Hutto says. “Even
fewer can lay claim to a museum the size and stature o f
the University o f Montana’
s.” The bird and mammal
museum, which contains about 17,000 research specimens,
has a g o od collection o f northern Rocky Mountain
mammals and several series o f specimens. A series, a
group o f similar or related specimens, is used by scientists
who wish to study variations in a species across its range.
The museum has series o f pine marten, deer, elk, antelope
and bear skulls and skeletons that, Hutto says, are
unmatched anywhere in the world.
Hutto is also curator o f zo o lo gy ’
s reptile and amphibian
collection. That collection recently shrank when the
department donated most o f it to the California Academy o f
Sciences, keeping only its teaching specimens. The
academy, Hutto says, is able to give the collection the
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display space and care it deserves.
Public tours o f z o o lo g y ’
s collections had to be limited
several years a go because o f lack o f space and personnel.
The department now giv es tw o tours a month; these are
often grade school field trips.
The geolog y department’
s Paleontology Research
M useum is also popular with sch ool groups, though it is
primarily a research museum. About 1,000 grade school
students tour the museum each year. G eology Professor
G eorge Stanley maintains the collection with the help o f
retired Professor Bill M elton and student aides. They
display exhibits o f fossils and rocks throughout the Science
C om plex and care for about 90,000 specim ens o f plants,
vertebrates and invertebrates.
%
Specim ens are stored in metal cases, on top o f file
cabinets and in basement storage rooms. Several o f the
m ore interesting pieces include the fossil skull o f a sixfoot-tall, one-ton pig with huge incisors and canines. The
fossil, found in Jefferson Canyon, is between 18 and 24
million years old. Children found tw o fossil land turtles
along the Smith River in 1966. O ne o f the turtles, one foot
tall and two feet long, stands on top o f a file cabinet in the
storage room, but the larger, four-foot-tall turtle is in
pieces. Fossils found near D eer L od ge include elephant and
camel skulls that date back six to eight million years.
Several o f g e o lo g y ’
s research fossil collections are among
the best in the world. These include Tertiary mammals o f
Montana, M ississippian fish, Bear Gulch Limestone fauna,
and rare and unusual specim ens o f plants and invertebrates.
The department also has the w orld’
s most extensive
collection o f silicified invertebrates from 200-million-yearold fossil coral reefs found in Western North Am erica and
Peru.
Like geology, botany’
s herbarium contains international
specimens, but the plant collection is predominantly from
Montana. O ver 107,000 specim ens are dried, glued,
cataloged and filed in a small room in the Botany Building.
The most important part o f U M ’
s collection is the type

collection, according to Kathleen Ahlenslager, assistant
herbarium curator. A type is the first plant sample ever
collected with a name given to it. UM has 225 types.
Not all U M ’
s collection s are in the scien ces and the arts.
The M ike and Maureen M ansfield Library is nothing so
much as a collection o f books. But within the library are
several unique collections o f great value to the humanities
and social sciences. Easily the m ost significant o f these is
the M ansfield Collection. Given to his alma mater by
Am bassador M ansfield when he retired from the Senate in
1978, the collection contains the com plete record o f M ike
M ansfield’
s remarkable thirty-six-year congressional career.
The collection ’
s documents occu py 2,200 linear feet o f
shelf space in the library archives. The collection also
contains political memorabilia and western and Asian art
donated to the University by the Mansfields.
M orton J. Elrod, UM b iology faculty m em ber from 1897
until 1935 and a strong advocate for a permanent museum,
wrote in an 1897 press release, “The educational value o f
museum specim ens on the rising generations cannot be
overlooked. A g o o d museum is not only a place where
boys and girls, men and w om en may spend profitable time
in seeing things, but museum collections serve as a
stimulus to young people to d o things.’
’
UM had a museum, albeit a peripatetic one, that
displayed parts o f the various campus collections from
1895 until it closed in 1967 to make room for classrooms.
Through those years the museum m oved six or seven times
and finally dissolved because o f lack o f space, money and
interest.
W hile som e alumni and faculty m em bers may lament the
loss o f single centralized museum, UM collection s have
continued to grow in size and importance. In department
after department, particularly in the sciences and the arts,
those collections continue to add immeasurably to the
quality o f a UM education and to inspire y oung men and
wom en as Professor Elrod hoped they would nearly 100
years ago.

Mantel clocks and a walnut, hand-tooled desk are samplings
o f the historical pieces stored at UM. The butterfly desk
belonged to Samuel Hauser, Montana’
s first territorial
governor and the founder o f Montana Power Company.
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Biotech industxy promises
big payoffs for Montana
By Janice D ow ney
In 1986 University o f Montana Professor Joe Durso
gambled that a product developed by Ribi ImmunoChem
Research Inc., a biotechnology lab in Hamilton, could
effectively treat his daughter’
s horse that had skin cancer.
Fat Chance, the name o f the eight-year-old appaloosa—not
how great the odds—took to the treatment and appears
cancer-free today.
Likewise in 1985 when Montana’
s econom ic lesions were
spreading throughout the state, the Legislature bet $600,000
on the scientific health o f Montana and created the
Montana Science and Technology Alliance.
From that money, UM has received $200,000 for
creating a Center o f Excellence for Biotechnology.
Together with Montana State University, the center will

David Pang, a research scientist, works at a computer at ChromatoChem. While attending a national biotech conference last year, he was
surprised that people knew ChromatoChem was located in Missoula.
“It doesn’
t matter where yon are,”he says. “If you’
re doing something
good, people pay attention.”Pang, who earned a master’
s degree in
organic chemistiy from UM in 1986, is from Taipei, Taiwan.

provide scientific and technological support for private
industry.
Although the investment is small and cannot cure all o f
what ails Montana’
s economy, it’
s a shot in the arm for
Montanans and their institutions.
Besides providing seed money for sprouting biotech
enterprises, the center also aims to coalesce the expertise in
the state and to call upon that expertise for conferences and
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seminars for Montana’
s scientific community.
“The idea is that once you develop the research
potential,” says Walter E. Hill, UM professor o f chemistry
and director o f the biotech center, “the research people
will then g o ahead and develop ideas and develop
technology that isn’
t currently available.”
Turning ideas into products can economically benefit and
build prestige for the associated researchers, institutions,
companies and state, Hill says.
“Idealistic?” Hill asks. “It’
s not going to w ork quickly,
but the fact is it will work.”
Biotechnology, broadly defined as using living organisms
to make or modify products or to m odify plants or animals
through techniques that change genetic structure, is
essentially a clean industry providing well-paying jobs.
According to the U.S. O ffice o f Technology Assessment,
Montana is competing against thirty-two other states that
are spending almost $150 million to promote biotech
research and development. Hill acknowledges that challenge
but remains undaunted.
“I’
ve always thought that hungry dogs hunt better,”
Hill says. Montana can have a successful hunt, the biotech
center’
s director says, by strategically targeting its
resources.
In addition to Ribi ImmunoChem, biotech trophies
already mounted on Montana ground are ChromatoChem
Inc. in Missoula, Sky land Scientific Services Inc. in
Bozeman and Scentry Inc. in Billings.
Ribi ImmunoChem, incorporated in 1981, develops
general immune stimulators for preventing and fighting
human and animal cancers and infectious diseases. It is also
developing its products for preventing and treating septic
shock associated with injury and surgery, as well as
collaborating with the U.S. Army in developing a malaria
vaccine.
In 1984, Missoula native Richard Hammen founded
ChromatoChem and m oved it from Pasadena, Calif., to
Missoula in 1986. ChromatoChem’
s charter is to develop,
manufacture and sell high-performance products that
separate, purify and analyze high-value chemicals and
biochemicals.
For the past decade, Skyland Scientific Services has
developed new products for the pharmaceutical and
medical-device industry. Recently it moved from Gallatin
Field in Belgrade to Bozeman, close to the south edge o f
the MSU campus.
In addition to conducting clinical trial studies for
pharmaceutical products, Skyland has developed a
biological indicator for monitoring sterilization. It also
manufactures an eye-wash system for emergency eye care.
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Originally with Albany International, Scentry is a
subsidiary o f C onA gra Inc. U sing the chem icals that insects
use for communicating, Scentry develops products to
beneficially attract insects or control their population
without insecticides.
In the public sector, R ocky Mountain Laboratory in
Hamilton was founded in the early 1900s and is a federally
funded biom edical research lab for studying allergies and
infectious diseases. W ell known for its vaccine for Rocky
Mountain spotted fever, the lab researches rabies and AID S
and is working on vaccines for w hooping cough and a
strain o f chlamydia that causes blindness.
In Great Falls the M cLaughlin Research Institute, which
is also federally funded, was founded twenty-one years ago
by Colum bus Hospital and John McLaughlin. The institute
conducts basic immunogenetics research in the fight against
cancer.
All o f the research labs em ploy Montana graduates, but
they need more, especially those with advanced degrees.
With about one-fourth o f their em ployees UM and MSU
graduates, Ribi ImmunoChem and ChromatoChem plan to
expand in research, development and marketing and look to
hire Montana graduates.
“W e need all that w e can get as far as sophisticated, topquality people are concerned because I sure hate to import
all o f our scientists,’
’Chrom atoChem ’
s Hammen says.
“It’
s a real hassle.’
’
Since its m ove to Missoula, ChromatoChem has worked
with UM researchers on som e aspects o f product
development and plans to tap other University resources,
such as the School o f Business and the M ansfield Center,
for marketing in the Orient.
Last March, Ribi ImmunoChem firmed up its training
base for scientists in an arrangement with UM. Under the
agreement, UM will appoint selected Ribi ImmunoChem
scientists as adjunct professors, while UM graduate students
will b e able to conduct applied research and pursue post
graduate degrees at Ribi Im m unoChem ’
s labs. Ribi
ImmunoChem in turn will teach specialized courses at UM
that otherwise would not be available. UM and Ribi
ImmunoChem also will share specialized equipment.
“Our business effort is very specialized,’
’Robert E. Ivy,
Ribi Im m unoChem ’
s president and ch ief executive officer,
says. “W e must have the very best scientists.’
’
From this synergistic cooperation, Ivy says, UM can
attract better students and Ribi ImmunoChem can attract
better staff.
“W e’
ll be building the econom y o f the state by building
the University and new businesses,’
’Ivy says. “T o d o this,
w e must maxim ize our efforts to train and keep Montanans
in Montana.”
Other student scientists can find a learning niche at
Rocky Mountain Lab, which plans to establish a year-round
internship program for UM Cooperative Education
students.
Skyland’
s Science Adviser Becky Mahurin gives high
marks to Skyland’
s Montana-trained scientists, w ho
com prise m ore than half o f Skyland’
s seventy em ployees.
“It’
s somewhat difficult for us to recruit scientists from
other areas o f the country,” Mahurin says. “S o w e’
re
pleased to find appropriate people in the state o f Montana.
Our people are our main reason for our success, and many
o f those people are Montanans. W e definitely support the

health o f higher education in Montana.”
At a national conference this year on the biotech industry
in the United States, representatives from all aspects o f
research and industry warned that the U.S. will lose its
ed ge in the w orld biotech market if personnel shortages in
biochem ical engineering, structural biology,
immunogenetics and chemistry are not filled. In addition to
overcom ing these shortages, the biotech leaders stressed the
need for interdisciplinary training with hands-on, state-ofthe-art laboratory experience.
The future o f the biotech industry in Montana depends on
today’
s higher education system, Chrom atoChem ’
s
Hammen says. In order for his company to be

Joanne Beckman, a quality-control specialist for RIBI ImmunoChem,
streaks agar plates to isolate bacterial colonies. Beckman, who holds
a bachelor’
s degree in pre-veterinary medicine/animal science from the
University o f Nebraska at Lincoln, has been with RIBI for two and a
half years.

internationally competitive, he says, his scientists must be
am ong the best in the country. T o assure this growth for
his company, the biotech industry and Montana, the
University must be strong.
Technology will not grow without a university in its
neighborhood, Hammen says. H e pointed out that the major
centers o f technology are based around Stanford University,
M.I.T. and Harvard. “The quality o f the University is
related to industrial grow th,” he says.
UM’
s Hill says that since Montana doesn ’
t have large
private endowments to support research, what biotech
money there is must target areas where Montana
researchers have already excelled, such as virology,
immunology, sexually transmitted diseases and plant
pathology.
For example, the state invested $200,000 in recruiting
Hammen’
s ChromatoChem to Montana. Although such an
investment bears a “very substantial risk factor,” Hammen
says, if his business plan pans out Chrom atoChem will
generate 700 m ore jo b s in Missoula.
For ChromatoChem, those prospective new jobs, as well
as the com pany’
s survival, are rooted in strong biotechrelated program s at UM.
“I don ’
t believe we could have made it without the
University,” Hammen says.
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After nearly 75 years,
a Dornblaser returns to campus
By Virginia Vickers Braun
Paul Phillips, o f Chicago, thought few people would
remember his illustrious ancestor, Paul Logan Dornblaser
’
14. He almost placed a newspaper ad requesting
information about the former Grizzly football star.

Paul Phillips holds Paul Dornblaser’
s watch fob and fraternity pin. The
attached card explains how the two miraculously found their way back
to UN.
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Needless to say, Phillips, who is Dornblaser’
s great
nephew, was surprised when he visited Missoula in July at
how revered the name Dornblaser still is at the University
o f Montana.
“W e never really got much information about my
uncle,” Phillips said. Dornblaser, one o f five children, was
born in Center County, Penn., the son o f a German
Lutheran minister. Dornblaser’
s sister Mabel was Phillip’
s
grandmother. Mabel was the only one o f the five
Dornblasers to have children. She had two daughters, one
o f whom, Jane Geisert, still survives and lives in St. Louis;
and a son, James, who was Phillips’father and is deceased.
In addition to Paul, James had tw o daughters, Jan Thomson
o f Palatine, 111., and Marilyn Schalliol, o f Tempe, Ariz.
Although Paul Phillips, 39, never knew his grandmother
or great uncle, he did know one o f D om blaser’
s sisters,
Josephine Walters, who kept many o f her brother’
s letters,
photographs and other memorabilia and who died at age 96
in 1973. It was while looking through these, that Phillips
became interested in researching the family’
s roots.
Phillips, currently a student at D e Paul University
majoring in communications, said he feels a special kinship
to his great uncle. Judging from pictures o f Dornblaser, the
physical resemblance between the two is uncanny. And
there are other similarities: the tw o share the same name,
gregarious nature and love o f sports; and both played
football.
“In learning about my uncle I somehow felt that my own
identity was verified to a certain extent,” Phillips said. “I
often wonder how my life would have been different had I
been able to know my Uncle Paul personally. For me,
reading about him and talking to people who knew him is
my way o f absorbing his personality into my life.”
Returning to C hicago from a July vacation in Seattle,
Phillips- made arrangements to get o ff the train in Glacier
Park to com e see Dornblaser Field. While in Missoula,
Phillips talked to John Campbell ’
40 and Art Deschamps
’
38, who remember Dornblaser.
Dornblaser originally came to Missoula to visit a cousin,
Mrs. J. W ilson Moore. Evidently, he liked it here and
stayed, working on the Deschamps ranches for tw o years
before entering UM in 1911 to study law. A left tackle on
the football team, he was captain o f the 1912 team and
acting captain in 1913. According to reports in the Kaimin,
“Dorn” inspired loyalty and confidence and was “without
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a doubt the best tackle in the West...He tackles hard, runs
low and above all is the cleanest player ever seen.” H e
also was on the track team, threw the shot put and was
president o f ASUM.
Dornblaser had a ‘
‘
cheery sm ile” and was known as ‘
‘
a
lady’
s man.” “Anyone w ho know s Dorn, know s that
failure is im possible for the ‘
husky bear,’” said one
Kaimin writer.
After com pleting a four-year law course at UM,
Dornblaser was admitted to the bar and served for two
years as deputy county attorney in Missoula. H e enlisted in
the Marines in 1917 during W orld War I and served in the
only American division in the French 4th Army. H e was
killed by a sniper’
s bullet in France at age 30 on Oct. 7,
1918.
Som e o f the personal items Phillips brought with him to
M issoula included papers found in the wallet Dornblaser

‘
A nyone who knows
Dorn, knows that failure
is im possible for the
husky bear.’
was carrying when he died. Dornblaser was trying to
becom e a Marine officer and was carrying letters o f
recommendation from various prominent Montana citizens,
including Jeannette Rankin, Congressm an John Evans and
Judge Asa Duncan. All the letters w ere neatly pierced,
presumably by the fatal bullet.
At the archives, Phillips was shown a watch fob —a black
ribbon with a small gold football engraved “Dornblaser—
Montana” attached—and a Sigm a C hi fraternity pin. These
belonged to his great uncle and w ere discovered being
worn by a streetcar conductor in Van Buren, Ark., in
1922. The conductor, F.J. Golden, had taken them from a
German prisoner and thought they w ere a German war
emblem. A local Van Buren attorney recognized the pin as
a fraternity pin and wrote Sigm a Chi, thinking the owner
would like to have it returned. The fraternity wrote back
and authorized the attorney to buy the pin and football
from the conductor and send them to Missoula. Apparently,
G olden sent them to Gov. Joseph M. Dixon, w ho sent
them to UM.
Phillips still has a lot to learn about his great uncle and
many mysteries to unravel. For him, researching the past
has been like putting together a giant puzzle with a lot o f
the pieces missing. For example, how did the German
soldier com e by Dornblaser’
s fraternity pin and watch fob?
Phillips also w ould like to know if anyone has information
about Mrs. J. W ilson (Kate Harpster) M oore, the cousin
Paul came to M issoula to visit, and Ike Harpster, w ho was
either her father o r brother. N o one in his family knows
anything about them.
Phillips said his visit to M issoula was too brief, and he
plans to return. In the meantime, he w ould appreciate
hearing from any alumni w ho have m em ories o f his great
uncle. Write him at 1354 W. Rosemont, Apt. 2, Chicago,
II 60660.

The uncanny resemblance between Paul
Dornblaser and his great nephew is evident in
this picture.
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Montana, our Montana
By Pat Brennan T aylor and M ary Leichner Vanderslice
It has been said you can’
t go home again, but sixty Golden
Grizzlies from the class o f 1938 found they could when they
returned to campus during the 1988 Commencement Week.
The Alumni Association’
s red carpet was out for us and for
eighteen stalwart members o f the class o f 1928 from June 9
through 11. Until Truby Bachman cut our leashes after the closing
luncheon Commencement day, we were welcomed, pampered,
champagned and fed—royally.
Five stars to Sheila Steams and staff and to Virginia Lou
Walters Foster, class president, and her local committee. Their
attention to detail was awesome. Yes, Louie is as beautiful as
ever!
The restraint at the beginning of President Koch’
s reception on
Thursday was soon dissipated as the golden name badges (large
enough for the bi-focal crowd) brought almost instant recognition.
Many of us had not Visited the handsome home of Dean and Mrs.
N.J. Lennes, and someone observed the paneled library and
impressive staircase must have been financed by math textbook
royalties (confirmed by referring to the 1937 Sentinel).
Camaraderie continued as we gathered for the banquet that
evening in the foyer of the grand new Performing Arts Center.
We were welcomed by Sheila and presented with our golden
diplomas (beaming Herb Conrad Jr. receiving his from daughter
Monica, who is the clever director of the annual Excellence
Fund). We were congratulated by Bill Zader, director of the
University Foundation, for our class gift of $7,699 (with more
coming in, we hope).
Donal Harrington, class o f ’
28, was recognized for his
contribution to the University as head o f the drama department in
our day; for his contribution to the Foundation and to the center,

Class of 1938—Front row: Leola Yates, Kathleen Holmes Schwanke,
Melvin Akin, Colleen Shaw Dion, Jean Fritz Robinson, Katherine
Parkins, Lnana Warren Wilkinson, Pat Brennan Taylor, Jean Convery
Young, Vi Thomson, Lela Woodgerd Mountain, Dorotha Buck Smola,
Dorothy Campbell Wallace, Wayne Eveland, Dorothea Nelson Heitz,
Mary Leichner Vanderslice, Ellen Hill Everly and Dayl Graves. Second
row: Olive McLeod Haugen, Dorothy Markus Fennessy, John Elliott,
Gene Barrett Robbins, Lois Hendrickson Huber, John Forssen, Henry
Jorgensen, Robert Mountain, Virginia Haight Peterson, Eunice Ander
son Royer, Jeanne Mueller, Virginia Walters Foster, Ray Scott and Ben
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including his talented former students now on the faculty. When
the class o f ’
28 had lunch with President Koch earlier in the day,
Donal had reminisced about early drama department and Masquer
days. The day was his “last hurrah”as we have learned he died
in Seattle shortly after the reunion.
Friday’
s no-host brunch found some lingering at the table as we
caught up on careers and families. When talk at Ty and Jean
Fritz Robinson’
s table turned to Referendum 106, we were
reminded of the 1937 appropriations battle. Central Board led a
caravan of vociferous students to Helena to help President George
Finlay Simmons present the University’
s case to legislators.
Most of those who took the campus and town bus tour were
from afar (Georgia, California and points between), but there,
were enough Missoula natives along to point out changes Truby
missed. Be warned you no longer can cruise the Oval and you
will need a guide for the campus!
We were proud of classmate Marion McGill Smith, whose
generous contribution to the handsome new Mansfield library was
recognized by the Foundation at a champagne reception Friday
night. Employed by Stanford University for many years, Marion’
s
gift will augment the reference collection at UM, where she
received her good training.
Who will admit to a few tears when Connie Shaw Dion started
“College Chums”as the Main Hall clock struck 8 while we were
enroute to Alumni Night in the ultra-modem University Center?
Some o f us may have been winding down (wearing down?) during
the all-alumni talent show, but we perked up when Professor John
Lester (in formal wear, naturally) bounced up the stage steps to
join his daughter Joanna ’
63 in leading the cherished Montana
songs.
Remember the bright June day in 1938 when we lined up for
the procession into the Student Union Theatre? Commencement

Berg. Third row: Ted Gariington, Marion McGill Smith, R. Spooner
McHugh, Leland Yates, Hoy Coyle, June Paulson Krekeler, Catherine
McKeel O'Hare, OrUne Coats Hames, Horace “Mike”Jones, Howard
Welton, Lois Mann, Nick Mariana, Mabelle Gould Hardy, Mike Charles
Hardy, Jane Leonard Farrington, George Neff, Marian Morse Lees and
Herb Conrad. Fourth row: John Willard, Helen Willard, Evelyn Grinde,
Ty Robinson, Robert Van Hauer, Paul Johnson, Robert Stone, Ed
Erlandson, Charles Crouse, Allison Vinal Easterling, John
Seidensticlcer, Owen Grinde, William Olson and Blaine Mann.
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“These are my two old girlfriends,”said Robert
Van Hauer ’
38 o f Snn City, Ariz. At left is
Mabelle Gould Hardy ’
38 o f Missoula and at
right is Lela W oodgerd Mountain ’
38 o f Miles
City, Mont.

Mabelle Gould Hardy, Lela Woodgerd Mountain,
Robert Mountain and Jane Farrington reminisce
over the 1938 annual.

day was just such a lovely day as we were loaded into antique
cars for the parade to the Harry Adams Field House. As Harry
Jorgensen, a retired teacher and administrator, left the green
Kaiser in which he was riding, a former pupil in cap and gown
greeted him with hugs.
Donal Harrington led us into the Dahlberg Arena, followed by
his classmates (including the three lovely Sigma Kappa Ruths) in
their silver caps and gowns and our class in gold. Did anyone
else notice the bemused smiles on the young (very young) faculty
members seated behind us? Were our tassels on the wrong side?
If so, it was Sheila’
s only lapse!
As we listened to the speeches, our thoughts drifted back to our
own exercises. At the time, ours was the largest graduating class
in the history o f the University. Our speaker was Frederick C.
Scheuch, University president emeritus and an original faculty
member. A faded Kaimin clipping reminds us that he said success
o f an institution depends on teamwork o f administration, faculty,
students and alumni.
We marched across the stage to receive our diplomas (binders
only) from our deans and then rushed over to J.B. Speer’
s office
in Main Hall to stand in line again for the signed parchments.
They seemed such small proof that another class had out-foxed
the faculty and that Papa’
s money had been well-spent.
The University was expanding while we were on campus. The
Student Union Building opened in 1935 (home o f the best cherry
Cokes ever); the Woman’
s Club Art Building was presented in
October 1937, and the Journalism Building was dedicated to our
beloved Dean A.L. Stone in December o f that year.
As freshmen, we were in a physical science class in Main Hall
auditorium when the Helena earthquake rocked the Rockies in
October 1935. As the balcony pillars swayed and the floor
moved, the lecturer, Dr. Simmons, calmly remarked that the
mountains were “merely rearranging their foundations.’
’
That experience was mild compared to the pandemonium caused
by Orson Welles’broadcast o f the Martian invasion in the autumn
o f 1938. Women returning from dates to their sorority houses
were greeted by more hysteria per decibel than any pledge night.
Calls home were backed up; tears and fears were rampant; one
friend marched right down to the Roxy and pulled her brother out
o f there!
Our last year the Grizzly 11 had another good season—7 out o f
8—and “Popo, Socko and Lazo’
’scrubbed the Bobcats, 19-0.
There was an invasion from Bozeman before the Butte game.
About all we recall o f the “kidnapping’
’o f Fessy, the live bear
cub mascot, was that the hideaway was in Orchard Homes, and
the Kaimin crew thought it would be a super story to “beamap’
’
the cub. Professor Ed Dugan o f the journalism faculty was in on
the prank and just as the authorities were about to catch up to
them, he and the Kaimin editor ditched the rest o f the group—it
wouldn’
t have looked good if they had been caught. Professor
Dugan was thereafter known as “Ditchy.’
’
The outside world was infringing on our halcyon days, and

Claretta and Nick Mariana o f Portland, Ore.;
Eleanor and Paul Johnson o f Great Falls; and
Vi Thomson o f Missoula attended the library
reception for classmate Marion McGill Smith
during commencement weekend.

Editor LaRue Smith Jr. prefaced the 1938 Sentinel military
section with ominous headlines. Many o f our class served in
World War II and the Korean War; some did not come home;
some made a career o f the service. Jeanne Mueller, our class
vice president, served with die Red Cross in the Pacific theater
and then as a civilian attorney in Europe. Lela W oodgerd
Mountain pioneered as £ female employee with the Civil
Aeronautics Authority. Katherine Parkins worked as a
government librarian during the war and went to Japan in 1946
with Special Services.
These and many other memories flooded our reunion days, and
we are grateful for the opportunity to have shared them with each
other. God willing, we will meet again in 1998!
P ersonal G lim pses
Jean Convery Young did not marry the football star who
rescued the black lace panties that dropped as she and her escort
were strolling across campus. (That must have been a fun day at
his fraternity house!)
Speaking o f mishaps, Helen and John “Animal Tracks”
Willard collided with a deer enroute to Missoula from Billings.
Our enterprising campus wildlife columnist, newsman, published
author and lobbyist claimed it was only the second Montana deer
he had taken that way.
Although it was rumored that a fall from a stool at Jocko’
s Bar
caused those contusions and swellings for Dorothy Campbell
Wallace, our Butte girl with her usual spunk reports she actually
“led with her chin.’
’
The Sun City Realtor in the ritzy green plaid jacket was the
same Bob Van Haur who so desperately needed a hot meal one
cold night during Christmas vacation in 1937, when he was
soliciting funds for the Newman Foundation.
Those o f us who remembered Dottle Nelson Heitz from North
Hall were not surprised that her energy level has not dissipated
while basking in California. She is the self-proclaimed “Bo Derek
o f the geriatric crowd.’
’
The vision o f Nick Mariana’
s frothy white halo will stay with
us. We congratulate him on one o f the best o f “Nick’
s Picks”—
the Irish colleen, Claretta, whom he married fifty years ago.
Hair! Bob Mountain’
s red locks may have faded but his grin is
as wide as ever. Ben B erg’
s blond waves may be thinning, but he
is as trim as ever. Drat that John Forssen; not a white hair on
his head. Those who have resorted to the bottle (rinse, that is)
were envious (perhaps Forssen has found his own Scandinavian
formula?).
Before we close our memory book we must share with you our
choice for the denouement o f the three-day bash: Lois
Hendrickson Huber turned to her husband at the postCommencement luncheon and asked, “Honey, what’
s the name of
that bald-headed fellow at that table over there?” Which table?
Which bald head?
UNIVERSITY O F MONTANA
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Classnotes are compiled and edited by Paddy
O’
Connell MacDonald. If you would like to sub
mit information, please write to her c/o Alum
ni Association, University o f Montana,
Missoula, MT 59812-1313.

’
10s
William J. Jameson ’
19, former U.S. district
judge, retired from office in December 1987.
He lives in Billings.

’
20s
The transformation of a tum-of-the-century
Montana ranch girl into an internationally
recognized pioneer in the fields of maternal and
child health is recounted in the oral history of
Dr. Jessie Bierman ’
21, first professor of
maternal and child health care at the Universi
ty o f California-Berkeley’
s School of Public
Health. The volume o f interviews with Dr.
Bierman was recently published by the Regional
Office of UC-Berkeley. Dr. Bierman is retired
and lives in Carmel, Calif.
Donal Harrington ’
28 died June 20, 1988,
in Seattle. After graduation, Donal taught at
UM for some years, during which time he was
connected with all phases of theater activity. He
then went on to teach at the University of
Washington, where he was an integral member
of the drama department until his retirement in
1967. He was named professor emeritus at UW
in 1973. The UM Alumni Association honored
Donal with a Distinguished Alumnus Award in
1985.
Belle Wellington Smith ’
28 lives in Bell
ingham, Wash., where she is a tax consultant
for H & R Block.
Agnes Sievert Westmoreland ’
28 lives in
San Francisco, where she writes poetry. Much
of her work has been published in The American
Poetry Anthology.

’
30s
C.W. “Bill” Burns ’
30 was elected as an
alternate delegate to the Republican National
Convention last August. Bill, a past president
o f the UM Alumni Association, lives in Scotts
dale, Ariz.
Edwin Mertz ’
31, Ph.D. ’
79 and his wife,
Virginia, live in West LaFayette, Ind., where
he is a consultant for Purdue University.
“Our three children, all UM graduates, are
planning a festive occasion for our 50th wed
ding anniversary,”writes Vera Gilbert Bruggeman ’
34. She and her husband, L. Fredric,
live in Billings.
Jean Kountz Stearns ’
37 and Harold G.
Stearns ’
36 recently celebrated their 50th wed
ding anniversary. The Steams, who live in
Helena, have seven children and seven grand
children.
Selden Frisbee J.D. ’
38 was honored recent
ly at a reception celebrating his 50 years in the
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Class o f 1928—Front row: Ruth Merrill Ailing, Rnth Ackerly Kendall, Rath Gannaway Wilson,
Rath Hughes McCracken and Martha Dnnlap-Moore. Back row: Dr. Leonard Brewer, Palmer
Johnson, B.D. Breitenstein, lone Metcalf Webb, Edith Miller and Donal Harrington.

legal profession. Selden, a past president of the
Alumni Association Board of Directors, lives
in Cutbank, Mont.
Paul A. Johnson ’
38 received the 1988
Distinguished Alumnus Award from Eastern
Montana College. Paul, a retired banking ex
ecutive, and his wife, Eleanor, live in Great
Falls.
Jean Convery Young ’
38 retired July 1after
23 Vz years of welfare work in LeSueur Coun
ty, Minn. She reports she has placed a total of
426 children in adoptive homes in her long
career in social service. Semi-retired for health
reasons for several years, Jean continued her
adoptive work from her home. Grateful families
honored her in June with a retirement party and
presented her with money for a ticket to
Missoula to attend the 50th reunion of her class.
Her other chief community service is as a
member o f a clown troupe that entertains at
nursing homes and children’
s affairs.
Dr. Emil Lubick ’
39 lives in Long Beach,
Calif., where he is a coordinator for the
American Association o f Retired Persons.

’
40s
Eugene F. Landt ’
40 and his wife, Mary
Jane, live in Wisconsin Dells, Wis. Eugene
retired from the Department o f Natural
Resources in 1978 and has been operating a tree
farm for the past 10 years.
Ray Gajan ’
43 and his wife, Kathryn, live
in Rockville, Md. Ray retired from the U.S.
Food & Drug Administration in 1986.
Dorothy Rochon Powers ’
43 has retired
from her job as associate editor of The
Spokesman-Review and Spokane Chronicle.
During her career, Dorothy was one of the na
tion’
s highest-ranking female journalists. This

fall, Cowles Publishing Company of Spokane
will publish Powers to the People, a represen
tative collection of Dorothy’
s columns and news
stories.
“I will be retiring at the end o f the year after
12 years on the bench,”reports District Judge
Ross L. Bigler x’
44. He and his wife, Bridgetta, live in Yreka, Calif.
Irene Caras Restad ’
45 retired this year from
the Billings Mental Health Center, where she
worked as an occupational therapist. Irene, who
was recently appointed by Governor Schwinden
to the Board of Visitors, lives in Billings.
Janet Nichols Moore ’
47 has retired from
teaching high school English and humanities
after 28 years. Janet lives in Phoenix, Ariz.
Florence Wildman Orcutt ’
47, a former
teacher, retired in June 1987. She and her hus
band, Carrol, live in Spokane.
Stewart M. Brandborg ’
48 has received a
1988 Chevron Conservation Award for his help
in facilitating passage of several landmark con
servation laws. He lives in Darby, Mont.
Nina Murphy Johnson ’
48 lives in Bellevue,
Wash. She has three children and two grand
children.
Robert S. Morgan ’
48, supervisor of the Bit
terroot National Forest since 1974, has an
nounced his plans to retire this fall after 44 years
with the Forest Service. Robert and his wife,
Catharine, live in Hamilton, Mont.
Warren R. Amole ’
49 was installed as the
1988-1989 president-elect of the National
Association o f Boards o f Pharmacy at its an
nual meeting in San Antonio, Texas. Warren,
a registered pharmacist, lives in Great Falls.
Martin Farris ’
49, M.A. ’
50 and his wife,
Rhoda Harrington Farris ’
48, live in Scott
sdale, Ariz., where Martin is a professor of
transportation at Arizona State University.
Recently, Farris, along with 13 other
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distinguished faculty at ASU, was selected as
a Regents’Professor.
Frank Pettinato ’
49, M.S. ’
54 received the
Pharmacist of the Year Award at the 1988 Mon
tana State Pharmaceutical Association annual
convention in Great Falls. Frank lives in
Missoula, where he is a professor in the phar
macy school.

’
50s
Charles G. Eybel Jr. ’
51 retired from NASA
in 1986. He and his wife, Mary x’
53, live in
Bowie, Md.
Joseph A. Kratofil Sr. ’
51 retired from
public school teaching in July 1987. He is an
ordained permanent deacon in the Catholic
diocese of Lansing, Mich. Joseph and his wife,
Mary Louise, live in Jackson, Mich.
“We always love to see Montanans who hap
pen by our way,”writes Carl L. Marsh ’
51.
Carl and his wife, Harriet, live in Berea, Ky.,
where he is forester for Berea College’
s
7,800-acre school forest.
Jane E. Gaethke Brandt x’
52 is president
and CEO o f Annat’
s Department Store in
Wooster, Ohio, and vice president and CEO of
Marshall’
s Department Store in Barberton. Jane
lives in West Salem, Ohio.
Stan Rathman ’
52, M.Ed. ’
53 recently

Choteau, Mont. They have three grown
children.
Shirley Leffler Saunders ’
54 and her hus
band, Lloyd, have retired and moved to Albu
querque, N.M. “I invite friends to stop by or
give me a call,” Shirley writes.
W. Keith Wuerthner ’
56 has been named
director of community affairs for the Central
President and Mrs. Janies V. Koch joined the
Connecticut Association for Retarded Citizens
UM Alumni Association-sponsored Royal Cruise
lin e tonr from Vancouver, Canada, to An in New Britain. Keith lives in Farmington,
chorage, Alaska, in June. Pictured aboard the
Conn.
Golden Odyssey are, from left: Betty Alff Ellen
Shirley DeForth Lucchesi ’
55, M.A. ’
59
’
42, Dick Hirschy, Margie Hirschy, Mike
teaches high school history in Glen Ellen, 111.
Hirschy, Kimberly Ellen Rogers '80, President
Koch, Dorothy Artley, Maurie Hirschy, Carvel
She and her husband, Oreste, live in BloomArtley, Jim Ellen '42 and Donna Koch.
ingdale. 111.
Marilyn Shope Peterson ’
57 and Dr. Keith
Peterson ’
56 own and operate the Sports
retired as principal of Choteau Elementary Medicine Clinic in Seattle. Marilyn and Keith
School. Stan lives in Choteau, Mont., with his recently co-authored a book, Eat to Compete:
wife, Mary. They raised a family o f 10 A Guide to Sports Nutrition.
children.
Bill Stinchfield ’
57 lives in Helena, where
Carl F. Wohlgenant ’
53, M.A. ’
54 and his he works in the commercial real estate depart
wife, Annetta, are both retired and live in ment o f Ahmann-Heller Inc., Realtors.
Bozeman, when they aren’
t traveling in their
Gov. Ted Schwinden has recently announc
recreational vehicle. “With three daughters in ed the appointment o f Troy McGee ’
58 to the
California and a son in Phoenix, the incentive Public Employees Retirement Board. Troy,
to “go south’
’in the winter overcomes the
who lives in Helena, retired as deputy director
beauty and the winter sports in Montana,’
’ of the Office o f Budget and Program Planning
writes Carl.
in 1985.
Fay Buck ’
54 has retired from teaching after
Major General Donald R. Williamson ’
58 is
35 years. Fay and his wife, Georgia, live in deputy commanding general at the Army Avia-
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tion Systems Command in St. Louis.
Carole Domke Allen ’
59 has completed 29
years of teaching. She and her husband,
George, live in Englewood, Colo.

’
60s
Blaine Cummins ’
60
has been appointed Great
Falls division manager of
the Montana Power
Company. Blaine and his
wife, Pat, live in Great
Falls; they have five
grown children.
Gene Barney ’
61 is
refuge manager o f the Grays Lake National
Wildlife Refuge near Wayan, Idaho. Gene, who
has been at Grays Lake for six years, raises
whooping cranes.
Tom Kovalicky ’
61 has recently won the
1988 Idaho Annual Conservationist Award and
the 1988 USDA Superior Service Award. Tom
lives in Grangeville, Idaho, where he is forest
supervisor for the Nez Perce National Forest.
Ralph Lintz ’
62, M.B.A. ’
67 is executive
vice president for Great Northwest Federal Sav-

Membera of the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
cruised through the West Indies aboard the
Canard Countess last winter. From left are Roy
Ekstrom ’
59, Vance Peterson *61, Lariy Lind
’
61, Bob Andring ’
59 and James T. “Tom”Har
rison Jr. ’
61, J.D. 64. The cruise was such
great fun, Tom said, that they are *M«lrf«ig of
taking their wives on the next onel (Just
kidding.)

Thinking About
Montana?
Call Ibmme Lu
(Middleton) Worden ’
51
for your Real Estate Needs
1-800-432-4595 — Ext. 123
Residential •Recreational -Lake

LAMBROS I
REALTY rgl
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Earl Morgenroth ’
61, president and chairman
o f Western Communications Inc. and owner of
Western Investments in Reno., Nev., delivered
the com m encem ent a d dress June 11.
Morgenroth is also chairman of Western Finan
cial Inc. and owns several music centers located
in Montana.

ings & Loan Association in Bremerton, Wash.
He and his wife, Dorothea, live in Port Or
chard, Wash.
Gary E. Trenary ’
62, M.Ed. ’
69, a former
teacher and coach, has been promoted to
business manager at Grizzly Auto Center. Gary
lives in Missoula.
Richard John Stephenson ’
64, of Pottstown,
Pa., received an M.A. in clinical psychology
from West Chester University in West Chester,
Pa.
Jeanne Matthews Bender ’
65, J.D. ’
85 and
Ronald J. Bender M.Ed. ’
70 live in Billings,
where Jeanne is an attorney with Holland &
Hart and Ron is principal at Elder Grove
School.
Sharon Stiver Gressle ’
65 is a social science
analyst for the Library o f Congress in
Washington, D.C. Sharon and her husband,
Ned, live in Herndon, Va.
“This summer I will be going into private
practice as an audiologist in Portland,”writes
Rhys Hanson M.Ed. ’
65. Rhys lives in Van
couver, Wash.
Tom Markle ’
65 lives in Glasgow, Mont.,
where he is president and CEO of Markle’
s
Inc., an 85-year-old retail business. Tom has
recently been elected a director of First Security
Bank of Montana.
Emily J. Melton ’
65 is assistant to the presi
dent of Kiplinger Washington Editors. Emily
lives in Arlington, Va.
Alida Wright Blair ’
66, M.A. ’
81 lives in
Columbia Falls, where she is a speech
pathologist for the school district.
Alice Lee Lund Brown ’
66 lives with her
daughter, Jessica, in Tipp City, Ohio. Alice Lee
teaches school and is working on a master’
s
degree in elementary education.
Barry Hjort ’
66, J.D. ’
73 is an attorney for
Mountain Bell. He lives in Helena.
Linda Clark Lynch ’
66, M.A. ’
68 owns the
Buckboard Tavern in Ellensburg, Wash.
Peggy Elich Schaefer ’
66 and James M.
Schaefer ’
66 live in Plymouth, Minn. James
is a professor o f anthropology at the Universi
ty o f Minnesota.

Penn Stohr ’
66 is senior vice president of
operations at Evergreen Airlines. Penn and his
wife, Sylvia, live in Tigard, Ore.
Keith Dalbec ’
67 and his wife, Patricia, live
in Hendersonville, N.C., where Keith is a
junior high school principal.
Judy Ulmer Burke ’
68 is an attorney for the
state of North Carolina. Bill Burke ’
62 is
associate dean for the School of Education at
UNC. They live in Chapel Hill, N.C.
Susan Whitney Kurtz ’
68 was recently
awarded a fellowship by the National Endow
ment for the Humanities, a federal grant-making
agency, to participate in the 1988 program of
Summer Seminars for School Teachers. Susan
lives in Bend, Ore.
Betty McKim ’
68 and
her
husband,
Bill
Wenger, live in Hood
River, Ore., where they
are building a bed and
breakfast lodge.

Laury Eck J.D. ’
69 founded The Christian
Conciliation Service. Laury, an attorney in
Albuquerque, N.M., gives biblical advice to his
clients. “Problems between Christians, whether
they be criminal or civil, should be handled
within the church and not in the courts,”he
states.
Joseph E. Nelson ’
69 is a senior sales
representative for McNeil Pharmaceutical.
Joseph lives in Great Falls.
Elizabeth Scanlin ’
69, J.D. ’
77 and her hus
band, Jeffrey Anderson, live in New York City,
where Elizabeth is an attorney for the Depart
ment of City Planning.

’
70s
Jerome Connolly ’
70, physical therapist and
president of Physical Therapy Clinic of Billings,
has received the Nora Staael-Evert Award for
outstanding service to the profession of physical
therapy in Montana.
Kathleen Brown Cunniff '70 and Jeffrey L.
Cunniff ’
70, M.A. ’
72 live in Great Falls,
where she is a homemaker and he is an invest
ment broker for Dain Bosworth Inc. Recently,
Jeff was named chairman of the Montana
Statehood Centennial Parade. The parade will
be held in Great Falls in July o f 1989.
Patrick Shannon ’
70, M.B.A. ’
72 lives in
Boise, Idaho, where he is a professor of deci
sion sciences at Boise State University.
Greg Beck ’
71 teaches school in Whitefish,
Mont., and spends his summers fighting fires
for the Forest Service.
Russell Centlanni Ph.D. ’
71, professor of
biology at Boise State University, was the 1987
recipient of the College o f Arts and Sciences
Award for Distinguished Service. Russell and
his wife, Ginny, live in Boise, Idaho.
Stanley Danielsen ’
71 is an officer in the
U.S. Air Force and has recently been promoted
to lieutenant colonel. Stanley and his wife. Fay
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UN alumni and M ends are pictured in front of
the Cosm os Hotel in Moscow during a June
Alumni Holidays tour to the Soviet Union. Front
row, from left: Betsy Brown Holmquist *67, Nan
cy J. Munro ’
76, Ella V. Downey ’
66, Hilda Myre
McGaugh ’
49, Elsie K. Rinlcer. Back row: John
F. McGaugh x’
53, Howard Rosencranz, Wallace
H. Eclcmann ’
50, Iris E. Eclcmann, Mary Lou
Rosencranz, Connie Laabs, Will Laabs, Roy
Rinker, John R. Cowan Jr. ’
51. Not pictured are
May Grenier MacDonald *73, Donald Mac
Donald HI and Eugene B. Gisley ’
49. On Nov.
1 a group o f twenty UM alumni and M ends will
depart on a fifteen-day cruise from Istanbul,
Turkey, up the Danube River to Munich, Ger
many. In January another group will cruise the
Mexican Riviera for a week. The Alumni
Association sponsors four trips a year.

Allerdice Danielsen ’
71, live in Osan AFB,
Korea.
Harold Fish M.A. ’
71 was recently chosen
as the recipient of the Outstanding Achievement
award that honors Dickinson State University
lettermen who have excelled in their chosen

field. Harold and his wife, Sally, live in Wat
ford City, N.D., where he is a teacher and
wrestling coach.
Craig Wilson ’
71, M.A. ’
73 is an associate
professor of political science at Eastern Mon
tana College in Billings.
“I represented President Koch and the U of
M at the inauguration o f Robert E. Mooney Jr.
as the seventh president of Keystone Junior Col
lege in LaPlume, Pa.,” writes Gerald H.
Skwish M.Ed. ’
71. Gerald lives in Olyphant,
Pa., and teaches high school in Scranton.
Bruce Allen ’
M .Ed. ’
72 has retired as
Cascade High School’
s principal. Bruce, who
lives in Cascade, Mont., with his wife, Kay,
has been in education for 30 years.
Rick Ashworth ’
72, M.Ed. ’
86 has moved
to Torreon, Coahuila, Mexico, where he
teaches school.
Jane Fellows Dean ’
72, M.F.A. ’
84 is a
director and performer in Great Falls. Her
musical revue, “There’
s No Business Like
Show Business,”was presented last spring in
Whitefish and Kalispell.
Michael Eamon '72 and his wife, Leonor,
live in Tucson, Ariz., where Mike is employed
by Magna Copper Co.
Lew Moore ’
72 lives in Glendive, Mont.,
where he is manager of the Rose Theater. Lew
is also a part-time instructor at Dawson Com
munity College.

Khelly S J. Webb ’
72,
a doctor o f chiropractic,
author and researcher,
has been appointed as an
expert examiner by the
California Board o f
Chiropractic Examiners.
Khelly lives in Los
Alamitos, where she has
been in private practice since 1978.
Donald A. Bloom ’
73, M.A. ’
75 and his
wife, Nedra, have moved to Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
where he is assistant professor o f English at
Wilkes College.
Gary A. Morrison x’
73 has been selected as
forest supervisor o f the Chatham area of the
Tongass National Forest. Gary, his wife, Anne,
and their three children live in Sitka, Alaska.
David Ottolino ’
73 lives in Butte, where he
has been promoted to manager of financial plan
ning for Entech, a division o f the Montana
Power Company.
Paula Petrick M.A. ’
73 lives in Bozeman,
where she is an associate professor o f history
at Montana State University. Paula is also an
author; her most recent book, No Step
Backward, examines the part that women
played in the building o f the Helena economic
community.
Stuart L. Sharp ’
73 has been promoted to
president of Shryock Realty Co., Kansas Ci-

A

“Many of our greatest
successes began at the U of M.
Why not join them?”
These 41 former U of M students have chosen D.A. Davidson & Co.
for a career ... it may be the best opportunity for you, too.
Ian Davidson
Jerry Tucker
Delores Landsverk
Tom Campbell
Johan Miller
Stu Nicholson
B ob Bragg (Trust)
Fred Donich
John Mieyr
Dick Rognas
Bob Braig
Bruce Madsen
Pat Connors

’
53
’
53
ex '54
’
55
’
56
'59
’
62
'62
ex ’
63
’
63
’
64
’
64
'65

*Graduate School
**Law School

Great Falls
Kalispell
Great Falls
Helena
G r e a t F a lls

Great Falls
Great Falls
Butte
Great Falls
Lewiston
Kalispell
Great Falls
Butte

Bill Beaman
B ob Lehrkind
Jim Searles
G reg Barkus
Paul Eichwald
Don Knutson (Trust)
Jim Purdy
Art Tadej
Scott Wink
Ken Yachechak
Dick Hughes
Mark Brown
Mike Houtonen
I .in Akey

’
67, ’
72*
ex ’
68**
'68
’
69
’
69
ex ’
70
’
70, ’
73
'70
’
70
’
70, ’
74*
'72, '73**
'72
'72
ex ’
73

Helena
Bozeman
Missoula
Kalispell
Missoula
Great Falls
Great Falls
Great Falls
Havre
Kalispell
Missoula
Butte
Kalispell
Kalispell

Steve Turkiewicz
'73
Dale Woolhiser
'73
Bruce MacKenzie
'75**
Bill Newman
'76
Tom Pelletier
’
76
Phil Perszyk
’
76
Bob Simonson
'77
John Bebee
'78, ’
80*
Brad Dugdale
’
79
Susan R oss
'79
Mary Brennan
'80
Kreg Jones
’
80
John Dayries (Faculty)
’
81
Rebecca Hand
'81

Helena
Moscow
Great Falls
Butte
Missoula
Missoula
Great Falls
Great Falls
Butte
Great Falls
Great Falls
Great Falls
Missoula
Great Falls

D.A. Davidson & Co. offers a professional training program. If such an opportunity interests you. contact
Gerry Meyer, Vice President, Training, D.A. Davidson & Co., Box 5015, Great Falls, Montana 59403.

D.A. Davidson SC Co.
imcoapoaatcd
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ty’
s oldest commercial real estate firm. Stuart
lives in Leawood, Kan.
Warren Skokol ’
73 received his master’
s
degree in business from Chapman College in
Orange, Calif. Warren and his wife, Sharon,
live in Brea, Calif. They have two daughters,
Michelle and Kelly Jo.
Dennis Daly M.A. ’
74 is associate professor
of political science at North Carolina State
University in Raleigh, N.C.
“Since graduation, I have been working in
the advertising department of the Spokesman
Review and Spokane Chronicle,”writes Diane
Gallik Dowling ’
74. Diane and her husband,
£aul, live in Spokane. They have two children.
Deborah Lewis George ’
74, M.P.A. ’
86 and
her husband, David Reidenbach, live in
Washington, D.C., where she is director of a
trade association.
Kevin Giles ’
74 lives in Bismark, N.D.,
where he was recently promoted to editor of
the Bismark Tribune.
Ernie Jean M.A. ’
74 has been named the
new Florence-Carlton superintendent of
schools. Ernie, his wife, Pam, and their three
sons live in Florence, Mont.
Henry Milledge Jr. M.B.A. ’
74 is manager
o f group insurance for Coming Glass Works
in Coming, N.Y.
Mike Stevenson ’
74, M.F.A. ’
78 received
a full-ride, two-year internship at Western Il
linois University in Macomb, Dl., where he will
study acting. “I really am excited about going
back to school,’
’Mike reports. “I feel I need
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TOURS

When going on a tour,
you should talk to
a travel professional.

a change...and now seems to be the right time. ’
’
Rich Landers ’
75 lives in Spokane, where
he writes for The Spokesman-Review and
Spokane Chronicle. For the second year in a
row, his Outdoors section o f the newspaper has
been named the nation’
s second best by the Out
door Writer’
s Association.
Jeff Langton ’
75, J.D. ’
78, his wife, Patty,
and their children, Melanie and Matthew, live
in Big Creek, Mont. Jeff, who practices law
in Hamilton, was recently named Victor Citizen
of the Year by the Victor, Mont., Booster Club.
Terry Lovell ’
75 lives in Tempe, Ariz.,
where he recently completed his M.B.A. at
Arizona State University. He is currently work
ing on his Ph.D.
Virginia Jane Murphy ’
75 has recently
graduated from Arizona State University Col
lege of Law, where she was a member of Law
Review and chairman of the Moot Court Board.
Virginia lives in Phoenix, where she practices
law with Tower, Byme and Beaugureau..
“I accepted a position as product manager
for Optilink Corporation, a telecommunications
company in Petaluma,” reports Charles W.
Thode ’
75. He and his wife, Catherine, live in
Sebastopol, Calif.
“I visited western Montana for the first time
in 12 years last May. I’
ll not wait that long
again!” writes William A. Volbers Jr. ’
75.
William lives in Pittsburgh, where he is owner
and manager of a medical rehabilitation
company.
Mary Jo Zygmond ’
75 received her Ph.D.
from Purdue University in 1984 and is an assis
tant professor in the marriage and family
therapy training program at the University of
Akron. Mary Jo lives in Copley, Ohio.
Michael J. Collins ’
76, who was operations
manager for alpine ski events at the Calgary,
Alberta, Olympic Games last winter, has moved
to Whitefish, Mont., where he has been nam
ed president and chief executive officer of The
Big Mountain ski resort.
Mary L. Hansen ’
76 is an international
market research analyst for Eli Lilly and Com
pany. Mary lives in Carmel, Ind.
Nancy Warnke Hansen ’
76 and Donald
Hansen ’
74 live in Missoula, where Don is
manager of GAB Business Services.
Larry Hyslop ’
76 lives in Dillon, Mont.,
where he was recently named director of
microcomputer services at Western Montana
College.
Dick McMaster ’
76 has been accepted to the
four-year doctorate program of the College of
Optometry at Pacific University. Dick, his wife
Ann, and their four children live in Forest
Grove, Ore.
Bob Richards ’
76 lives in San Francisco,
where he is partnership accounting manager for
H.S. Resources, an oil and gas investment firm.
“The weather is great, and I have become an
Oakland A’
s fan,”Bob writes.
Ron Rosenberg x’
76 has recently joined the
staff of First Federal Savings Bank in Whitefish.
Ron and his wife, Karen, have two children.
Katherine Loeffler Rowan ’
76 and her hus
band, Jim, live in Ann Arbor, Mich., where

CLASSNOTES
Katie teaches elementary instrumental music
and plays in the Ann Arbor Symphony.
Jackson Scholl M.S. ’
76 is an analytical
research chemist with Pharmaceutical New Pro
duct Systems, Control Division, The Upjohn
Company, in Kalamazoo, Mich. Jackson lives
in Allegan, Mich.
Paula J. Smith ’
76, her husband, Kenneth
C. Winterberger ’
76, and their daughter, Shea
Gisele, live in Anchorage, Alaska. Paula and
Kenneth both work for the USD A Forest
Service.
Garry South ’
76 has accepted the position
of director o f communications for Ohio Gover
nor Richard F. Celeste. Garry, who recently
moved to Columbus, Ohio, is in charge o f the
governor’
s
press,
scheduling
and
speechwriting, as well as the state government’
s
public information network and domestic and
international business-marketing functions.
Mary DeNevi ’
77 lives in Winthrop, Mass.,
where she is an attorney general specializing
in consumer protection.
David F. Hiltner ’
77 is a deputy prosecuting
attorney at the Snohomish County Prosecutor’
s
Office in Everett, Wash. David lives in
Mukilteo, Wash.
Robert Marsenich ’
77 is a co-founder of
Metamorphosis, a management consulting firm.
He lives in Missoula.
David W. Rossell ’
77 is assistant provost for
administration and budget at George Mason
University in Fairfax, Va. David and his wife,
Susan, live in Orange, Va.
George Whittier M.A. ’
77, assistant pro
fessor of biology at Ripon College, was honored
there recently with a Severy Award for his ex
cellence in teaching and advising. George lives
in Ripon, Wis.
Duncan Campbell ’
78 is a stock and bond
broker with M.L. Stem & Co. Inc. in Beverly
Hills, Calif. Duncan and his wife, Michelle,
live in Bel Air.
David Little ’
78 lives in Cody, Wyo., where
he is public relations director for the Buffalo
Bill Historical Center.
Michael Andrews ’
79 and his wife, Claudia,
live in Arlington, Va. Mike is a recreational
forester at the Washington, D.C., office o f the
U.S. Forest Service.
Henry Graham Jr. ’
79 and his wife, Jac
queline, live in Fort Myers, Fla., where Henry
is district forester for the Florida Division of
Forestry. They have three children, Meredith,
Michael and Matthew.
Corin William McDnay ’
79 lives in Denver
where he is an attorney with Pendleton & Sabian P.C.
Denise Marie Mitchell ’
79, M.B.A. ’
84 lives
in Santa Ana, Calif., where she is a buyer for
Nordstrom’
s.
A sequence o f four meditative poems by
Richard Robbins M.F.A. ’
79, associate pro
fessor o f English at Mankato State University,
has won the Robert H. Winner Memorial
Award in the annual contest sponsored by the
Poetry Society of America. As a result of the
honor, Robbins was invited to read his poem
at the annual awards presentation in New York.

Richard’
s work has appeared in a number of
magazines and anthologies, including The Na
tion, The North American Review, and Poetry
Northwest. He lives in Mankato, Minn.
“It’
s great being out West again,” writes
David Rossetter ’
79. Dave and his wife, Pen
ny, live in Boulder, Colo., where he is a pilot
for Continental Airlines.
Randall G. Suggitt M.A. ’
79 is an assistant
professor of computer science and mathematics
at Lake Superior State University. Randall and
his wife, Caroline, live in Sault Ste. Marie,
Mich. They have five children.
Lenard L. Whittlake ’
79, J.D. ’
85 is a depu
ty attorney general assigned to the Idaho Tax
Commission. Lenard and his wife, Christine,
live in Boise.

G en tle
Reader,

We hope you enjoy receiving
the Montanan. We're trying hard
to keep you in touch with your
University—with students, facul
ty, your friends, and current
issues and events. But—and
there's always a " b u t" —we
receive no state funds to produce
the magazine. And so we'd like
to gently remind you to send in
your "voluntary subscription" if
you haven't done so this year.
It's always good to hear from
you, so keep those cards and let
ters coming!

’
80s
Alice Jo Ickes ’
80 lives in Hulett, Wyo.,
where she has recently accepted a job as a K-12
counselor.
“I finished my Ph.D. in zoology and soon
I will be going to Maine for a post-doctoral
study on ravens. My wife, Colleen, and I will
be dogsledding into our study area,” writes
John Marzluff ’
80.
Stephen N. Ross ’
80 lives in Roanoke, Va.,
where he is a consultant for Dearborn Chemical
Co. Stephen and his wife, Lora, have two
children and are expecting a third.
Kirk M. Scott ’
80 lives in Deer Lodge, where
he is vice president and office manager for
Pioneer Federal Savings and Loan.
Dr. Dean C. Walund ’
80 lives with his wife,
Lori, in Seattle, where he is currently pediatric
emergency, ICU and flight physician. Dean will
be entering the University o f Washington this
fall to complete his residency in anesthesiology.
Barbara Gregovich ’
81 is a senior accoun
tant in the Montana Power Company’
s finan
cial reporting department in Butte.
Leslie Goldman Hicks ’
81 and Tab G. Hicks
’
81 live in Colorado Springs, Colo. Leslie
works in sales and bookkeeping, and Tab is a
CPA and internal auditor for Memorial
Hospital. They have two children, Lindsey and
Justin.
Gary Kalkstein ’
81, J.D. ’
87 has recently
been hired as deputy county attorney for
Dawson County. Gary lives in Helena.
“I’
m a hydrologist with the EPA in Seattle,
working on groundwater contamination pro
blems at hazardous-waste sites,”reports Mar
cia Knadle M.A. ’
81. Marcia lives in Maple
Valley, Wash.
Dorrie Krivec ’
81 lives in Billings, where
she operates a pre-school.
Mary Ann Pimley Moog J.D. ’
81 has recent
ly been named a partner in the law firm of
Bosch, Kuhr, Dugdale, Warner, Martin &
Kaze. Mary Ann lives in Havre, Mont.
Max Van Heel ’
81 and his wife, Jill, live in
Great Falls, where Max is a partner in the ac
counting firm of Grabofsky, Van Heel and
Funderburk.
Rebecca L. Bingea M.A. ’
82 lives in San

~

Your Montanan
News & Publications Office
University of Montana
Missoula, MT 59812
Your neat publication is enjoyed by everyone
in the family—I have forwarded the copy to
son Barry, who slaves for the G azette
T elegraph in Colorado Springs. During his
^
school years he helped manufacture the +
Kaim in.
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Eugene L. Noreen ’
39
1120 North Frace
Tacoma, WA 98406
Check for my “voluntary subscription” is
enclosed—keep the M ontanan coming.

Harold Blinn ’
27
6495 Happy Canyon Rd.
Denver, CO 80237
Please accept this check for $20 as a
contribution toward the expenses o f the
M ontanan. Even though I am not an alumna,
I do support the U o f M and look forward to
each issue. Keep up the good work!

Sylvia Jensen

Box 235
Chester, MT 59522
Enclosed is a check to cover my subscription
for the M ontanan. Whatever is left over,
please donate to the alumni fund. I really enjoy
receiving and reading the M ontanan.

Ren Obrigewitch ’
85

203 Lewis St. #14
Lynn, MA 01902

Enclosed is a small check to help the
M ontanan keep going. The last issue was

particularly interesting in which the pictures
o f the 1937 football team was shown. I knew
many o f the players that were pictured.

Carl Chambers x’
39
P

?

2952 Imperial St.
Salt Lake City, UT 84106
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University. George lives in Chapel Hill, N.C.
Wendy Leiner St. Peter ’
83 and her hus
band, John St. Peter ’
81, live in Minneapolis,
where Wendy is an assistant professor and
clinical scientist at the University of Minnesota.
John, who recently received a doctor o f phar
macy degree from the University o f Texas, is
a research fellow at the Drug Evaluation Unit
o f the Minneapolis Medical Research Founda
tion. He also is a clinical instructor for the Col
lege of Pharmacy at the University of
Minnesota.
Kathy Ahlenslager M.A. ’
84 recently wrote
a book titled Glacier—The Story behind the
Scenery. Kathy has been a naturalist at Glacier
Park since 1978.
Carol Beyer ’
84 lives in Kalispell, where she
is a reporter for the Kalispell News.
Kelly Buechler ’
84 lives in Williston, N.D.,
where he was recently promoted to news direcor o f KUMV-TV.
From her office on the 26th floor, Sheri Flies has a panoramic view o f Seattle.
Susan Penniman Chisholm ’
84 works, as
news bureau director at Hampton University in
Hampton, Va. Susan, her husband, William,
Alum ni Career Consultants
and their daughter, Lillian, live in Newport
News, Va.
Stuart Hill M.A. ’
84, Ph.D ’
87 lives in
Hamilton, Mont., where he does research at
Rocky Mountain Laboratory. Stuart, a native
o f England, works under the Intramural
From high up on the 26th floor in the Columbia Center in Seattle, Sheri
Research Training Agreement.
Spurgin Flies has a majestic view o f Puget Sound, Mt. Ranier and the Kingdome.
Jeffrey Jenson M.P.A. ’
84 and his wife,
After receiving her law degree from UM in 1984, Sheri was hired by the
Maiy, have moved to Salt Lake City, where Jef
frey is assistant professor of social work at the
prestigous firm o f Diamond and Sylvester (now Sylvester Rudd, Petrie and
University of Utah. Jeff recently completed his
Cruzen). Four years later, she is the firm’
s youngest and only female partner.
Ph.D. in social welfare at the University of
‘
I f it hadn’
t been for Mary McCann, I don’
t know what I would have done,”
Washington.
Sheri said. Mary, a 1981 UM business graduate, lived in Seattle at that time and
Jim Myers ’
84 is vice president of the T. W.
was working for the Red Lion. She showed Sheri around the downtown area
Rounds Co., a regional retail chain. He lives
when Sheri was interviewing for her jo b and helped orient her to the city.
in Providence, R.I.
It s not like it is at home,” Sheri said about her m ove to Seattle. I knew I had
Rachel Sprunk ’
84 recently received the
a contact and someone to help answer my questions.”
1988 Silver Achievement Award at the annual
The lifestyle in Seattle is really different, she said. ‘
‘
It’
s really expensive and
YWCA Leader Luncheon in Missoula. Rachel
competitive. But there are ways to get around that.”
is a Realtor for Lambros Realty.
Because she had a helping hand when she first started out, Sheri is willing to be
Paul Tash ’
84 lives in Butte, where he is
“Time Out”editor and the entertainment and
an alumni contact for som eone else. She’
s available not only to those interested in
outdoors writer for the Montana Standard.
a law career, but also to anyone interested in moving to Seattle. She’
s willing to
Lynn Bersch ’
85 lives in San Francisco,
offer advice on where to live, look for an apartment and obtain possible jo b
where she practices labor law with the firm of
contacts.
Bronson, Bronson & McKinnon. Lynn recent
Sheri is married to Jon Flies ’
81, who is the general manager o f Greater Seattle
ly graduated from Northwestern University
Printing and Mailing.
School o f Law.
“I may be the only Cederberg in New
York,”writes Robert Cederberg ’
85. Robert,
Rafael, Calif., where she works as an William is supervisor of the J.C. Penney
who is advertising chairman o f Northport
audiologist for Kaiser Permanente Medical Catalogue Distribution Center.
Galleries and chairman of Expo Vin, a national
Center.
Darrel Mast ’
82 and his wife, Esther, live juried art competition, lives in Greenlawn,
Bill Burnett ’
82 lives in Columbia Falls, in Cleveland, where Darrel works as a N.Y.
where he recently opened his own business, videotape editor for WEWS-TV.
John Hogan ’
85 serves as an army liaison
Columbia Falls Physical Therapy.
Karla Miller McCale ’
82 was recently officer in Greece. He will soon be reassigned
Charlene Gunderson ’
82, a teacher in Los selected Outstanding Educator o f the Year by
to Fort Carson in Fort Collins, Colo..
Angeles, was recently chosen by the Los the Seference Foundation of Great Falls. Karla
Jamie McCann ’
85 lives in Los Angeles,
Angeles Unified School District for a visit from lives in San Coulee, where she teaches business
where he works for the Tracy-Locke advertis
Vice President George Bush and his campaign education.
ing agency. Among his clients are Taco Bell
crew. “It was quite a day,” said Charlene,
Karen McGrath ’
82 lives in Butte, where she and Princess Cruises.
“and one long to be remembered as a teacher. ” covers education and medical issues for the
Marine 2nd Lt. Bradley S. Burt ’
86 recent
Nancy Kuncheff ’
82 and her husband, Montana Standard.
ly reported for duty with the 2nd Marine Divi
William Rolshoven ’
83, live in Reno, Nev.,
George W. McCarthy Jr. ’
83 recendy receiv sion in Camp LeJeune, N.C.
where Nancy teaches private piano lessons and ed a master’
s degree in political science at Duke
Margaret Dammann '86 has moved to South

A helping hand in Seattle
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America to study toucans and to conduct
research in ethnobotany, the study of medicinal
plants.
Gayle Hegland ’
86, M.F.A. ’
87 exhibited
her University o f Montana thesis prints on
“Alice in Wonderland” last summer at the
Chicago Center o f Art and the Ruth Volid
Gallery in Chicago. Gayle lives in Lakeside
Mont.
Patricia L. Keith ’
86 lives in Parsippany,
N.J., where she works for AT&T as a productsupport manager for public products.
Barbara Monaco ’
86 is a deputy juvenile pro
bation officer for Sanders and Lake Counties
in Montana. Barbara lives in Poison.
Ron Pribble D.Ed. ’
86 has been selected
associate dean for academic affairs at Oregon
Institute of Technology. Ron lives in Klamath
Falls, Ore.
LaVerne Schillinger ’
86 lives in Hamilton,
Ohio, where she is employed as a bond under
writer for the Ohio Casualty Insurance
Company.
Michael J. Sheldon ’
86 has been promoted
to senior writer in the marketing division of
California Savings and Loan. Michael lives in
Los Angeles.
Dave Dorward Ph.D. ’
87 has signed on at
Rocky Mountain Laboratory as a two-year staff
fellow. Dave lives in Hamilton, Mont.

John Paul McKenna Jr. ’
87 has started
medical school at the University of Texas
Medical Branch in Galveston, Texas.
Kelly Wills J.D. ’
87 has become associated
with the firm o f Garlington, Lohn & Robinson
in Missoula.
Lisa Woods ’
87 lives in Scottsdale, Ariz.,
where she has been accepted into the executive
training program for Dillard’
s Department
Store.
Mary McVee ’
88 is teaching English this fall
in the People’
s Republic o f China. She will be
teaching at Jiangxi University in Nanchang, a
city o f about 2xh million. “Being around that
many people will be one o f the biggest changes
for me, since I am used to Montana’
s wide-open
spaces,” Mary reports.

Births
Cassandra Sue to Patricia Darko Sargent
’
74 and George Sargent, July 9, 1987, in Lib
by, Mont.
Johanna Leigh to Mary Sue Schneider Engel
’
77 and Jeffrey Engel, Jan. 17, 1988, in
Billings.
Marshall Steven to Clare Castiglia ’
78 and
Lawrence Shore ’
75, Dec. 16, 1988, in

Plymouth, Mich.
Nicholas Wilson to Brenda Molen Davis ’
78
and Nicholas Davis, April 8,1988, in Arvada,
Colo.
Brady to Rose M. Flynn ’
81 and Robert
Flynn, Feb. 23, 1987, in Bremerton, Wash.
Miles Joseph to Jane Marie Copley Suberg
’
82 and James Suberg, Feb. 29, 1988, in Great
Falls.

In Memorium
The Alumni Association extends sympathy to
the families o f the following alumni and friends:
Steve George x’
21, Sacramento, Calif.
John Colignon Frohlicher x’
22, Northport,
Mich.
Bertram W. Goodenough x’
23, Portola
Valley, Calif.
Dorothy White Overturf ’
25, Great Falls
Albert Blumenthal ’
26, M.A. ’
27, El Toro,
Calif.
Winnifred Heloise Vinal Wickes ’
27, Missoula
W. Milton Brown ’
28, Butte
Eleanor Stephenson Coffey ’
28, Bozeman
Andrew G. Giacobazzi ’
28, Bellevue, Wash.
Lewis S. Matthew ’
28, Missoula
Marguerite Hughes Milton ’
28, Lewistown,
Mont.

Finally! A book for everyone who loves Montana.

214 gorgeous full-color photos.
Selected quotations from A.B. Guthrie, Jr.,
John Steinbeck, Norman F. Maclean,
F alcon
Mike Mansfield, Jeannette Rankin,
V D r ess
Charles M. Russell, and others.

1 PUBLISHING
\
C O . INC.

"These photographers have traveled the length and
breadth of the state . . . to create a vibrant tapestry of
all that is Montana—the natural beauty of her mountains,
rivers, and prairies; the richness of her wildlife; the
drama of her many moods; and the pride of her
people . " — H elena Independent Record

120 pages, 10" x \3Vi", 214 color photos
All books giftboxed in individual mailing cartons.

Only $29.50 plus $2.00 postage and handling. Order today!
If your not 100% satisfied, well refund your money—guaranteed.
TO ORDER:

NAME

______________________________

A D D R E S S _____ ______________________________

CITY.

STATE.

Z I P _________________________

•

Send $31.50 fo r each book ordered to:
O ffice o f N ews and Publications,
U niversity o f M ontana, M issoula, M T 59812
Make checks payable to: FALCON PRESS
# copies___________

total enclosed $___________
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Alice Dodds Secrest ’
28, Lacey, Wash.
Walter Taylor ’
30, Missoula
Lucile Bartlett Canfield ’
32, Richey, Mont.
Lowell Robertson Dailey ’
32, Santa Monica,
Calif.
Jane Snyder McIntyre ’
32, Billings
Marie Peterson MacDonald x’
33, Lompoc,
Calif.
J. Elliott Busey ’
34, Portland, Ore.
Isabelle Spitzer Brown x’
35, Helena
Claudia McQueen Haines x’
35, Missoula
George H. Tice ’
35, Dayton, Mont.
Ruth Perham Hendon x’
36, Nashville, Tenn.
Dorothy Markus Fennessy ’
38, Libby, Mont.
C. Paul Marshall ’
38, San Luis Obispo, Calif.
Nola Stortz Vassau ’
38, Forsyth, Mont.
Effa Tilzey Wilcox x’
39, Missoula
Marcus E. Wysel x’
39, Santa Barbara, Calif.
Mary Fuller Hartsell ’
40, Missoula
Rudolph John Cebull ’
41, Seattle
Junior A. Hess ’
41, Eugene, Ore.
Gordon Powers ’
42, Loveland, Colo.
Larry Selby ’
42, Butte
Ralph W. Craig ’
47, Missoula
Truitt B. Spangler M.Ed. ’
47, Great Falls
Jack Sweeney ’
48, Gallup, N.M.
Lester Norman Hauge M.A. ’
49, Havre,
Mont.
Harry M. Isch ’
49, Kalispell
Richard D. Lodders ’
49, Grand Lake, Colo.
John B. Dimock ’
50, Salt Lake City
Edward F. Sullivan ’
50, San Francisco

Vernon L. Van Hess ’
50, Elma, Wash.
C. Bernard Walter M.Ed. ’
51, Tacoma, Wash.
Donald F. Disney ’
52, Missoula
Alice Baker Link x’
52, Helena
Francis Bartlett M.Ed. ’
53, Poison, Mont.
Claytene Merley Vick x’
53, Salem. Ore.
Calvin C. Tilleson ’
58, Billings
Donald E. Fox ’
63, Billings
Richard Alex Norick ’
63, Missoula
Paula Brinkman Foote ’
64, Burlingame, Calif.
Lee Simmons ’
66, J.D. ’
69, Helena
Donald Cooper D.Ed. ’
67, Richmond, Ky.
Frances Granteer Armstrong ’
68, College
Station, Texas
Charles J. Gleeson ’
70 Redding, Calif.
James R. Welch ’
73, Billings
Christopher P. Keyes ’
88, Missoula
Lloyd C. Oakland, professor emeritus of music,
1951-68, Mt. Vernon, Iowa.

Lost Alumni
We have lost contact with the people listed
below. Some have not been heard from since
graduation; some have moved and have not sent
us a forwarding address; some have married
and changed their names; some may have died.
If you know where any of these people are,
please drop a note to the Records Department,
UM Alumni Association, University of Mon
tana, Missoula, MT 59812.

'o you know prospective
students who may be
interested in the University of
Montana?
4

Help carry on the tradition of
excellence! Send us their
names and addresses along with
your own and we will make
sure they hear from us!
UNIVERSITY
MONTANA
Admissions
(406) 243-5992
Drawer R
University o f Montana
Missoula, M T 59812-1262

’
20s
Winifred M. Smith ’
21; Margaret Barto Harlow ’
22;
Raphael J. Meagher ’
22; Kathryn Donohue Mur
phy ’
22; Helen Evans Siver ’
22; Gladys Shepard
Cottle ’
23; Eleanor Slack ’
23; Hildegarde Steger
Jones ’
24; Bernice Hayes Van Aver ’
24; Mary E.
Mechling Kalkhoven ’
25; Margaret McKay ’
25;
O.M. Grimsbee ’
26; A. Imogene Newton LaBerge
’
26; Anastasia Lee McAlear ’
26; Lois Allen
Ringstrom ’
26; Clara Moe Johansen ’
27; Florence
Riddle Seeber ’
27; Adolph Smith ’
27; Arthur
Wame ’
27; William Orton ’
28; Otilie Koss Owlsley
’
28; Eva Bassingwaite Reeves ’
28; William F. Barry
’
29; Emma Neffher Baty ’
29; Forrest A. Currens
’
29; Marie Bell Ellis ’
29; Marjorie Walker Holcomb
’
29; Marion Redle ’
29; Hannah Veitch Teskey ’
29;
Frederick C. Walker ’
29.

’
30s

Faye L. Chapman Blackburn ’
30; Kenneth Downs
’
30; Alfred V. Caruso ’
30; Louise Tendeland Betzner ’
31; Avis Riggs Harmon ’
31; Catherine Cesar
’
32; Mary A. Young Fosdale ’
32; Alice Doull
Trueworthy ’
32; Leone Haskell Dyer ’
33; Joseph
O. Lasby ’
33; Howard O. Hamilton ’
34; Mearl Fran
cisco Newcom ’
34; Jo R. McFadden ’
35, William
L. Aley ’
36; Charles Fellows ’
36; Berta Ashley Con
rad ’
37; Morris Farrell ’
37; Jean Cox Durkan ’
38;
Charles R. Gajan ’
38, Austin L. Baker ’
39; Houston
Bosseler ’
39; Harold S. Brubaker ’
39; John S.
Chandler ’
39; William A. Eggert ’
39; David Evert
’
39; Horace W. Godfrey ’
39; Ann Picchioni Godley
’
39.

’
40s

Trafford S. Burnett ’
40; Harold Goldstein ’
40; John
E. Sanderson ’
40; Deborah Leeavitt Cunningham
’
41; Louise Brummett English ’
41; Joe Halm ’
41;
Robert E. Barlow ’
42; Raymond W. Britton ’
42;
Donald R. Satterwaite ’
42; Fern Stevens Bentson
’
43; Laura McDonald Christian! '43; Joseph W.
Hume ’
43; Jasper W. Lowe ’
43; Loisevelyn Scifers
Hatfield ’
44; Robert Dleman ’
44; Mildred Hankinson Michel ’
44; Robert F. Ramm ’
44; Gerald L.
Bourke ’
45; John S. Groene ’
45; Marriane Slack
Holmes '45; David Billington ’
46; Doris Johnston
Brady ’
46; Frances Leaphart Haas ’
46; Archie D.
Craft ’
47; Francis Fogarty ’
47; Elfreda Guettler
Picinni ’
47; Peggy Westlake Schaplow ’
47; Leona
Reichelt Bott ’
48; David Dannewitz ’
48; Lois Rudeen Gordon ’
48; Homer L. Akey ’
49; John A.
Dooley ’
49; Ann Hughes Georges ’
49; Virginia Harwald Layman ’
49.

’
50s

Richard H. McOmber ’
50; Bonnie Bennetts
McKeown ’
50; H.T. Murphy ’
50; Perry H. Nelson
’
50; Gordon K. Okerman '50; Earl James McGrath
’
51; Joseph V. Orrino ’
51; B. George Branniff ’
52;
Josephine Bonner Calhoun ’
52; Ruth Bakewell
Cutts ’
52; Raymond McTurff ’
53; Rickly A. Mor
ris ’
53; Cy R. N oe ’
53; Peggy Tofte Agan ’
54; Lional
J. Bogut ’
54; Marjorie Lovberg Carroll ’
55; Mar
jorie Rutherford Yurko ’
55; Bernice Stensrud
Brechbill ’
56; Stanley J. Goodbar ’
56; C. Thomas
Gunderson ’
56; Thelma J. Kekich ’
56; Almayra
Gomez Cadby ’
57; Barbara Keenan Felland ’
57;
Walter M. Gerson ’
57; Ivory C. Jones ’
57; Calvin
G. Merkley ’
57; Inez K. Alexander ’
58; Richard H.
Bosard ’
58; Jacky R. Evans ’
58; V. Morgan Johnson
’
58; Frances M. Carden-Nelson ’
59; Constance
Niemeyer Haney ’
59; Stephen B. Oates ’
59; Ronald
D. Risdahl ’
59.

’
60s

Julienne Mourn Berge ’
60; Marvin G. Chapin ’
60;
Eugene DeBruin ’
60; Marilynn Ashley Bekemans
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’
61; Richard G. Frohne ’
61; Charles V. Janda ’
61;
Myrtle Laubach Mohr ’
61; Mary Clearman Blew
’
62; Lolita Zook Johnson '62; Norman Bruce Kauf
man '62; Katherine McFarland Hemmerling '63;
Lester Ikeda '63; Sydney Athearn Sleeter '63; Bon
nie Kozitsky Brown '64; Elmer Cole '64; Carolyn
Rathke Howard '64; Ronald C. MacDonald ’
64; Retta Greenup Fasbender '65; Duane D. Hartman '63;
Diane Blackmer Kinder ’
65; Raymond M.
Overgaard ’
63; Maritetta Johnstone Lewis '66;
William B. Nutter ’
66; Martha Gentry Robinson
’
66; Carl L. Yeckel ’
66; Judith Stocking Doxtater
’
67; L. Charles Evans '67; Gerald T. Luchaw '67;
Shirley Carter Arbini ’
68; Myrna Mangis Doney
’
68; Muriel J. Langworthy ’
68; Roberta Luke Benbow '69; Arlene Myllymaki Dornack '69; Marshall
Gaddis '69.

’
70s

Roger J. Beeter '70; Barbara Benson Broni '70;
David A. Cecchini '70; Loralee Nelson Elwood '70;
Michael Gookin '70; Miccie Cornitius McNee '70;
Alexander Blewett '71; William F. Cicciarelli '71;
Adrienne Biondich Hesler '71; Hanna Jolly '71;
Trina Ambrose Enderlein ’
72; Lance Hinther '72;
Deane H. Hockersmith '72; Cleveland B. Metcalf
'72; Oakla E. Oleinik '72; Holly Cramer Wulp ’
72;
Gaylene Manning Cooley '73; Roger Corwin '73;
George B. Plaza ’
73; David J. Zimple '73; Janice
Hergenraeder Bentz '74; Ronalda Hannula Boling
’
74; Toni Gianoulias *74; Harold E. Howell '74; Lin
da Fellows Mosness '74; Tom Dugolenski '75;
Susan Quackenbush Duncan '75; Charlotte Fjeld
Jones '75; Paul E. Omdorff '75; Virgil L. Blancher
’
76; Katherine Cyr Cox ’
76; Charles A. Demander
'76; Donald L. Haverkamp '76; Roger C. Spjut ’
76;
Peggy Louise Eddie '77; Arlene Grossman '77;

Brad Surkamer ’
77; James C. Underwood '77;
Susan Kay Vining ’
77; Michael D. Armentrout '78;
Steve A. Bocksnick '78; Grattan J. English '78;
Marilyn Chodosh Small '78; M. Jill Zignego '78;
Dee Ann Gribble Cooney '79; Joseph W. Deets '79;
Donald R. Mazzola '79; Bruce S. Wintemute '79.

’
80s

Miriam Dapra ’
80; Laure Degaudemar '80; Charles
Duus ’
80; Annhild Sadnomir Horner '80; Clifford
Lengstorf '80; Christopher Bisiar ’
81; Terence
Calderwood '81; Susan Besel Dutcher '81; Susan
Kolokotrones Clansen '82; Andrew Vasil Czorny
’
82;‘
Brian C. Faxvog '82; David Diaz Rangel '82;
Jeannine Edelblut '83; Richard S. Hargesheimer
'83; Tetsuya Nakamura '83; Gregory Clifton Skurdal '83; Shelley Goldberg Axe '84; Jim W. Helmer
’
84; Joseph C. Meek ’
84; Yvonne Koziol Mullowney
’
84; Bereth A. Ball '85; Robert Henry Gumness '85;
Wayne Colin Harlton '85; Renta Magdolena
Hutabarat ’
85; David St. Clair Himmelman '86;
Henry P. Kappelman '86; Sherry Tuckett '86;
Manuel Jaime Velasco '86; Beth Boos-Turnbull '87;
Joseph Allan Faubion '87; Loire Lowell '87; David
Jarvis Plummer ’
87; Shelly Lynn Williams '87;
Ricky F. Goldman ’
88; Amy R. Kerzman '88;
Patrick Wayne Martin '88; Beverly L. Petticrew
'88; Elizabeth Salveson '88.

Rosemary Imbert Cater son '44, Palos Verdes
Penninsula, Calif.
Donald L. Newhall ’
59, M.Ed. ’
67, Bickelton,
Wash.
John Thomas Wiegenstein ’
41, Bellevue,
Wash.
Donald Stanaway '52, Billings
Loren A. Glade ’
62, Miles City, Mont.
Thomas J. Dimmer '85, Sterling Heights,
Mich.
Ruth Christiani Brown '39, San Diego
Keith Peterson '56, Seattle
Marilyn Shope Peterson '57, Seattle
Larry Don Epstein ’
71, J.D. ’
76, Cut Bank,
Mont.
Callie Halverson Epstein '76, Cut Bank, Mont.

Schedule of Events
October
14-15

UM H om ecom ing
1988,
Grizzlies vs. Northern Arizona.
Decade of the ’
60s Reunion,
School of Fine Arts Reunion,
Home Economics 75th Anniver
sary Commemoration and Re
union, Delta Delta Delta
Reunion, UMAA House o f
Delegates meeting.

New Alumni Association
Life Members
Gardner Ross Durkee ’
69, Omak, Wash.
Jean Elbert Bolkovatz '81, Eagle River,
Alaska

November
1-16
4-5

POWERS TO THE PEOPLE
For Montanan Dorothy Rochon Powers, writing means
finding the human core of problems and serving it to
readers in irresistible form. For these stories, she became
the first woman to win the National Ernie Pyle Award.
Now you can enjoy the best of her work in Powers to
the People, a book to be published this fall. Read it for
personal pleasure or give it to friends. Order several. You’ll
want it to keep and for Christmas gifts fo r friends. Please
allow 8-10 weeks for delivery.

ORDER YOUR COPIES TODAY

5

For additional information on any of the
above programs, please write or call the Alumni
Association, University of Montana, Missoula,
MT 59812; (406) 243-5211.
September

20

Great Falls Community Day,
Ponderosa Inn.

October
1

j YES! I w ant to order my copies o f P ow ers to the People.
E _______ SOFTCOVER $13.95 each. Add $2.00 per book for shipping and handling. TOTAL
■ AMOUNT ENCLOSED__________________________________________________ __
| Make checks payable to: The Spokesman-Review Powers Book

5

E Charge my □ VISA □ MASTERCARD No_______________________________________ -

12

.
f i

SIGNATURE.

EXPIRATION DATE

I NAME____________________________________________________________________
PLEASE P R N T CLEARLY

B ADDRESS________________________________________________________________

I| CITY/STATE/ZIP_________________________________________________________
MAIL TO: Powers Book, The Spokesman-Review, P.O. Box 1906,
Spokane. WA 99210-1906.

Alumni cruise up the Danube
River.
UM Alumni Association Board
of Directors meeting.
Satellite television broadcast of
Grizzly-Bobcat football game at
various locations around the
country.

November
3
12

Nevada-Reno game (away) pre
game tailgate party, MacKay
Sjadium parking lot, 1-2 p.m.
(look for the copper, silver, gold
balloon bouquet).
Flathead Valley Community
Day, Outlaw Inn, 5:30-8 p.m.
Hamilton/Bitterroot Valley
Community Day, First Federal,
5:30-7:30 p.m.
B.A.D Community Day, Butte
Country Club, 7:30 p.m.
Portland State game (away), 5th
quarter party (immediately
following game) Mallory Hotel,
729 S.W. 15th, Portland, Ore.
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FORUM

Faculty salaries at crisis levels
During the past few months most o f you, at
in alarming numbers, is looking elsewhere for
least most o f you residing in Montana, have
better-paying positions. The University and the
read newspaper articles and editorials
state can ill afford to lose the many excellent
concerning faculty salaries at the University o f
faculty members who have left and cannot
Montana and in the Montana University System.
afford to lose those who will leave unless
Our salary situation has becom e newsworthy for
salaries are made competitive with our peer
two essential reasons. Som e legislators have
institutions. W e cannot afford to have our top
criticized the Board o f Regents for agreeing to a
candidates for replacement positions continue to
contract with the UM University Teachers’
turn us down because o f ludicrously low
Union that included a salary increase before the
salaries. University faculty positions, unlike
Legislature had met and appropriated any funds
those in many other occupations in the state, are
for the biennium. The second reason is that
decided in a national market. The mountains,
according to a national survey o f faculty salaries
clean air and Flathead Lake are genuine
made public in the spring in the Chronicle o f
drawing cards, but with average salaries many
Higher Education, the University o f Montana
thousands o f dollars low er than those at like
ranked dead last— 171st among the 171
institutions in other R ocky Mountain states, to
doctoral-granting universities—in average faculty
say nothing o f institutions in other parts o f the
salaries.
country, they simply are not enough to attract
There can be little doubt that the Regents’
or to keep the high-quality teachers and
willingness to negotiate a salary increase at UM
researchers the University, our students and our
prior to the legislative session meant that they
state deserve.
realized that if nothing w ere done quickly and
I refuse to believe that the University o f
substantially to improve faculty salaries, a
Montana is the 171st best doctoral-granting
genuine deterioration o f educational and
university in the country (or put another way,
research quality would occur. Fortunately, they
the worst one), as faculty salary levels might
had the courage to act despite the political risks.
indicate. I believe that Montanans want this
But those raises, modest at best, are still a year
university to have a top-quality faculty and to
away, and much remains to be done to m ove us
offer a genuinely top-quality education to our
up and out o f that unenviable 171st position.
students. But that costs money, more money
Certainly the quality o f a university is
than the state in recent years has seen fit to
dependent on many things—laboratories,
pay.
classroom s and the campus physical plant in
W e need your help to keep the best teachers
general; material resources, such as scientific
and researchers at UM. You can help us be the
equipment and a vital library; and an
university you want and expect the University
administration with a clear vision. But the real
o f Montana to be by supporting the six-mill
and most critical quality o f a university is
levy (Referendum 106) and by letting your
dependent on its faculty. That is why “rich”
legislators know that you support genuinely
universities spend enormous amounts o f money
competitive salaries for faculty at the University
raiding other universities for the best faculty
o f Montana and in the Montana University
members, and that is why accrediting
System. Urge them and everyone else you talk
associations look at the quality o f the faculty
with to d o their part in ending this crisis, which
above all else in assessing how well the
will, I sadly fear, lead to a considerably
university is meeting its goals o f educating
diminished University System if it is not ended
students and conducting research.
soon. This faculty and our students, this
The University o f Montana is obviously not
University and this beautiful and special state all
“raiding” high-quality faculty from elsewhere;
deserve much better than that.
rather, som e o f our faculty members are being
raided by institutions, even in our region, which
G e r a ld A. F e tz
are able to pay significantly higher salaries.
P r o f e s s o r o f G erm a n
C h a ir, F a c u lty S en a te
And virtually all o f the accrediting associations
1988 D is tin g u is h e d T e a c h e r
that have visited our campus have given us
seriously low marks concerning faculty salaries.
The University o f Montana still has a very
fine faculty, as our students will tell you. There
is no doubt in my mind that it is a far better
Forum exists to express the unsolicited views of Montanan readers.
Well-written pieces of less than 500 words on subjects of interest to
faculty than the state is paying for. But it is
friends and alumni of UM will be considered. Opinions need not coin
also a discouraged faculty and a faculty which, cide with any official University position. All submissions become the
property of .the Montanan and may be edited.
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Missoula

The T ow n and The P eop le

Missoula is an unforgettable experience—at once a
university town and a lumber town, a regional
trade center and a cultural mecca in the mountains
of western Montana.
In 140 color photographs by John Reddy and the
insights of author Betty Eiselein Wetzel '37, this
book captures the special qualities that make
Missoula a magnet to those who get to know the place.

Please send m e ------ co p ies of
M issoula: The Tow n and The P eople
at $13.95 plus $1.25 shipping for a total o f $15.20 per book.
I am enclosing $__________ . Make checks payable to Montana Magazine.
Send to:

NAME

Missoula: The T ow n and The P eople

ADDRESS

L

CITY

STATE

ZIP

O ffice o f N e w s and Publications
University o f Montana
Missoula, M T 59812

JACKET
Quilted lining, Raglan Sleeves-Stand up knit collar and
sleeve trim in copper, silver and gold. Em broidered
upp e r left chest logo.
Silver o r Copper
S.M.L.XL $53.35
XXL
$55.35

WHITE T-SHIRT
100% cotton - copper/gold imprint
S.M.L.XL $12.75

GRAY CREW NECK ►
SWEATSHIRT

C

90% cotton/10% acrylic—knit cuffs and
waistband.
S.M.L.XL $29.16
XXL
$32.08

E

3 BUTTON
SILVER AND
WHITE POLO

FLEECE RUGBY SHIRT

Grizzlies em broidered
imprint. 50
polyester/50 cotton
S.M.L.XL $22.66

50 polyester/50 cotton—White with copper
trim. Grizzlies imprint in gold
12m-18m ^
2T-3T-4T
5-6-7
10-12
$12

YOUTH

GOLD
HOODED
SWEATSHIRT
Copper trim and hood
lining. Silver
GRIZZLIES imprint
50/50.
12m-18m
2T-3T-4T
5-6-7
10-12 $12.75 .

F
INFANT
TERRY
SLEEPER ►

H

100% polyester
0-14 lb. small
14V2-18 lb. medium
18V2-23 lb. large
$10.20

Order form
Item

Quantity

Size

Color

GRIZZLY
GOURMET
Cookbook - Favorite
recipes from UM
athletes, coaches &
staff.
$13.50

YOUTH

MATCHING
PANTS $8 25

Mastercard/Visa # (all digits please)
Unit Price

Total

Phone________
Sub Total

Shipping & Handling C h a r g e s ----------------1 item $2.25
2 or 3 $2.75
4 or more $3.50

Shipping
Handlin9_________
Total

Expiration Date_
Signature______
Mail this form to

□ Check

UC Bookstore

_________

Name

B ook store
Address

Citv

State

Zip

c/o Betty Lou Nelson
University of Montana
P.O. Box 5148
Missoula, MT 59806
(406) 2*43-4921

c i h i c v t In availahilitv

